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Typical optimization problems aim to select a single solution of maximum or min-
imum value from a large space of feasible solutions. For many such problems,
feasible solutions are subsets of a global set of elements that meet certain con-
straints and achieve certain goals. Recent trends in optimization literature have
shown a drift from classic optimization problems, which deal with static problems,
to dynamic optimization paradigms such as the online methodology. We introduce
a general framework for dynamic optimization, incremental optimization, in which
problem constraints are allowed to develop monotonically in discrete time steps.
Solutions to such problems are sequences of feasible solutions, one for each time
step, such that later solutions build on earlier solutions incrementally. Our ab-
stract model for dynamic optimization can be applied with minimal eﬀort to any
static packing or covering problem.
In this dissertation we give a formal description of this incremental model and
three relevant evaluation metrics. We also demonstrate how this model can be
used to incrementalize a variety of static optimization problems. We enumerate
results for incremental versions of several canonical optimization problems, in-
cluding maximum ﬂow, minimum cut, and maximum-weight matching. We also
present some general-purpose approximation schemes for incremental packing and
covering problems. Our ﬁndings reveal that incremental considerations expose a
new and diverse level of complexity in conventional optimization problems.BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
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Context, Relevance, and Motivation
1.1 Introduction
Traditional optimization algorithms are concerned with static input, static con-
straints, and static solutions. Although this approach may be appropriate for
stable or equilibrious environments, such scenarios are far from the norm. Rather,
most real-world problems are characterized by perpetual growth or progression
towards an eventual but unseen equilibrium. In these cases, an optimal static so-
lution can quickly become inadequate, as problem constraints and goals can change
signiﬁcantly before a solution can be fully implemented. Furthermore, the merg-
ing of optimal static solutions might not be possible. When merged solutions are
feasible, they can be cluttered and clumsy and are unlikely to remain competitive
for more than a few iterations.
Two popular methodologies for dealing with time dependencies in optimiza-
tion problems are stochastic and online algorithms. More recently, cardinality-
constrained optimization has provided another way to incorporate dynamic factors
into an optimization problem. Drawing from these three approaches, we present
an alternative framework for handling dynamic problem constraints. This new
framework, incremental optimization, can not only be applied to many circum-
stances for which the above approaches are inappropriate, but can also be used
as an analytical tool to provide insight into the nature and complexity of online
problems.
To motivate our framework, we begin with an introduction to online, stochastic,
and cardinality-constrained problems. We continue in Chapter 2 by formalizing
incremental optimization. Chapters 3-4 illustrate the usage of the incremental
1model on several canonical optimization problems as well as provide some general
results for incremental maximization and minimization problems. Many of these
results ﬁrst appeared in [18, 19, 20] with co-author Alexa Sharp. We conclude with
a discussion of these results and their implications in Chapter 5.
1.2 Dynamic Methodologies
1.2.1 Stochastic Optimization
Stochastic optimization is an optimization framework designed to handle uncer-
tainty in constraints, a natural consequence of time-dependency in dynamic sce-
narios. As an example, consider a pet owner buying a summer’s supply of cat food
at the supermarket. How much food a cat needs in any given month depends on
the abundance of small wildlife in the neighborhood. How much cat food costs
depends on complicated economic factors too numerous to list, but is probably
correlated with the aggregate demand for cat food from all neighborhood cat own-
ers. We simplify this example by assuming two summer scenarios, each of equal
likelihood: a hot, dry summer and a warm, wet summer. If the summer is hot
and dry, wildlife will be sparse, cat owners will need lots of cat food, and the su-
permarket will charge a premium $1.00 per can. If the summer is warm and wet,
the neighborhood will be overrun by rabbits, mice, and moles. Cats will need very
little supplemental food, and the grocery store will have a well advertised cat food
sale: $0.75 a can. Cat food costs $0.90 a can if purchased in advance and stored
in the pantry, and cat owners must choose how much to buy in advance and how
much to buy as needed at summer prices.
Because demand and price during the summer months are random variables,
traditional optimization techniques are not applicable. Instead, we model our cat
2Table 1.1: Stochastic Optimization Example
State Probability Cost $
can Demand cans
month
hot, dry 0.50 1.00 30
warm, wet 0.50 0.75 20
Probabilistic input for a two-stage stochastic problem: cat food demand and cost
as a function of summer state.
owner’s problem with a two-stage linear program, the most fundamental form of
a stochastic optimizer [24]. The ﬁrst stage is constant: cat food costs $0.90 a
can. The second stage is represented by some number of random variables, each
with a known distribution, as quantiﬁed in Figure 1.1. A solution to a two-stage
stochastic problem is a single action to perform at the ﬁrst stage and a set of
recourse actions to perform at the second stage, one for each second stage state.
Assuming a three month summer, we could buy 50 cans preemptively at $0.90 a
can and 10 cans at $0.75 a can if the summer is warm and wet, or 40 cans at $1.00
a can if the summer is hot and dry. The goal of a stochastic optimizer is to choose
an action and recourse actions of optimal expected value.
Many models have been developed for stochastic problems [16, 22, 10, 37, 13].
Generalizations of stochastic models are closely related to Markov decision pro-
cesses [3, 41]. Recent literature has considered stochastic metrics with risk and
regret considerations [34, 11] and stochastic optimizers designed to eﬃciently com-
pute solutions for stochastic problems with a large number of stages [24, 39]. A
review of state-of-the-art stochastic techniques and open problems is available in
[39].
31.2.2 Online Algorithms
The online methodology was developed for dynamic optimization over a stream
of input. In contrast to traditional optimization algorithms, online algorithms
process input sequentially instead of simultaneously. Input arrives in discrete time
steps and algorithms must respond in real-time with no knowledge of future input
[4, 12]. A price-savvy trucker transporting iceberg lettuce from West Palm Beach
to Cheyenne would use an online algorithm to choose how much gas to buy from
which gas stations during her cross-country trek; she must decide how much gas
to purchase at each rest stop without knowledge of upcoming gas prices. Online
algorithms have been studied in many contexts, including bin packing [7], graph
coloring [17], bipartite matching [27], and monotone set systems [25].
The standard metric for an online algorithm is its competitive ratio, the worst-
case ratio of the algorithm’s performance for some input to the optimal oﬄine so-
lution for the same input [40]. This metric has a few notable limitations. For one,
like all worst-case evaluations, competitive ratio says little about the algorithm’s
performance for certain input sequences or in expectation. Also, the competitive
ratio conﬂates two quite separate constraints that aﬀect the complexity of an online
problem. First, online algorithms act with no knowledge of their future input, and
thus an adversary could strategically select input sequences that prevent any one
algorithm from obtaining a good competitive ratio. Second, even with knowledge
of the future, online algorithms must act decisively on each new input, building
new solutions on top of old solutions without backtracking. Although online al-
gorithms are not speciﬁcally concerned with the quality of intermediate solutions,
any input might be the last input, and thus all intermediary solutions must sat-
isfy the algorithm’s competitive ratio bound. The incremental nature of solutions
produced by online algorithms can be a signiﬁcant obstacle; it may not be possible
4to achieve competitive solutions at all intermediate stages while simultaneously
guaranteeing an equally competitive ﬁnal solution. For future reference, we call
these two constraints the adversarial and incremental constraints, respectively.
1.2.3 Cardinality-Constrained Minimization
Recent work in dynamic optimization has focussed on cardinality-constrained min-
imization problems. Such problems specify a ﬁxed parameter k that designates the
cardinality of feasible solutions. Dynamic versions of these problems require solu-
tions for all values of k, such that for 1 ≤ ` ≤ k the `th solution contains all prior
solutions as a subset. This property is similar to the incremental constraint for
online problems. Whereas online problems are intrinsically nondeterministic and
incidentally incremental, cardinality-constrained problems are naturally incremen-
tal but do not deal with probabilities.
We can imagine a cell phone company building cell towers one at a time, as
budgeting permits, to improve service to a large geographic area. After each new
construction, the company desires the best performance possible given the current
number of towers. Moving or removing old towers is cost-prohibitive, and thus
solution sets must be constructed incrementally. A solution sequence is said to be
α-competitive if, for all values of k, the kth solution is no worse than α times the
optimal solution of cardinality k. This is similar to the competitive ratio of an
online algorithm.
Mettu and Plaxton [32] study incremental uncapacitated k-median and give a
29.86-competitive algorithm. Plaxton [36] introduces incremental facility location
and gives a (1+)α-competitive algorithm, providing that an α-approximation for
uncapacitated facility location exists; this results in a 12.16-competitive algorithm.
Gonzales [15] gives a 2-approximation algorithm for k-center, which is also a 2-
5competitive algorithm for the incremental k-center problem studied by [32, 36,
31, 9]. Lin et al. [31] present a general framework for cardinality-constrained
minimization problems, resulting in approximation algorithms for incremental k-
vertex cover and k-set cover, an improved approximation algorithm for incremental
k-median, and alternative approximation algorithms for incremental k-MST and
incremental facility location.
1.3 Incremental Optimization
1.3.1 Context
Stochastic, online, and cardinality-constrained methodologies demonstrate a range
of approaches to optimization in a dynamic environment. On one extreme, stochas-
tic optimizers represent a dynamic system by using probability distributions over
future states. Optimal stochastic solutions hedge themselves against a range of
possible futures. On the other extreme, cardinality-constrained problems are not
probabilistic at all: a solution sequence is a set of better and better solutions to
the same static problem. Such sequences are dynamic because they indicate how
solutions should expand as resources increase. Online algorithms are somewhere
in between; they have complete uncertainty in input and must build solutions
incrementally, comparing their ﬁnal solution to the best oﬄine solution.
Incremental optimization ﬁlls a gap in this space, drawing formalism from
stochastic models [16, 22, 10] to merge several concepts from online and cardinality-
constrained methodologies. Speciﬁcally, we focus on the incremental aspect of
dynamic problems in a manner more general than is possible with online and
cardinality-constrained problems. For the sake of tractability, and to isolate the
impact of incrementality from the impact of uncertainty on a problem’s complex-
6ity, our model ignores the probabilistic aspect of dynamic optimization. Whereas
stochastic optimizers seek a ﬁnal solution of optimal expected cost, incremental
algorithms strive for fair and balanced solutions at all intermediate stages. We
would like a good solution at every stage, but commitments at an early stage can
hinder future performance. It is this tension between local and global optimality
that makes incremental problems both challenging and interesting.
1.3.2 An Informal Deﬁnition
Our incremental framework handles optimization problems requiring solutions that
evolve over time in response to environmental changes and rising or falling con-
straints. In such scenarios, one or more of the constraints change at discrete time
intervals, and a solution is a sequence of feasible solutions, one for each time step,
such that later solutions build on earlier solutions incrementally. Note that the
incremental aspect of these problems and their solutions is a natural consequence
of their non-static input.
Performance metrics for incremental problems include ratio, sum, and demand
metrics. The ratio metric parallels the competitiveness construct for online and
cardinality-constrained algorithms; the ratio of an incremental solution is a worst-
case measurement of how close the solution is at each time step to the optimal
solution for just that time step. Whereas competitive ratio for online algorithms is
a single measurement on the ﬁnal solution to an online problem, the ratio metric,
like competitiveness of cardinality-constrained solutions, is a worst-case measure-
ment over a sequence of solutions. The sum metric, similar to the expected value
metric used in stochastic optimization, is the sum of solution values over all time
steps. Although the sum metric has a natural bias for late-stage solutions at the
expense of early-stage solutions, this bias can be easily controlled by using a weight
7function when summing solution values. The demand metric is a decision metric,
as opposed to an optimization metric, that asks if it is possible for each solution
within an incremental solution to fulﬁll speciﬁc quantitative requirements.
1.3.3 Motivations
Before formalizing this model and its metrics in Chapter 2, we point out two com-
plementary motivations. One is from the online methodology and the other is from
the cardinality-constrained paradigm. In the ﬁrst sense, incremental problems are
like oﬄine versions of online problems with a more balanced metric. Speciﬁcally, if
an online algorithm is given its input in advance but required to build and evaluate
solutions incrementally according to the order of its input, it would be an incre-
mental algorithm. While online problems are aﬀected by both incremental and
adversarial constraints, incremental problems are burdened only by the incremen-
tal constraint. Incremental analysis thus isolates the impact of these constraints
on the complexity of an online problem, revealing a quantitative value we call the
price of knowledge: the most an online algorithm would pay for information about
its input. This concept is discussed further in Section 2.2.3 and we give an example
price-of-knowledge calculation in Section 5.2.2.
In the second sense, incremental problems are a generalization of cardinality-
constrained problems. Cardinality-constrained problems are essentially incremen-
tal problems that increment over solution cardinality: at each time step the prob-
lem is the same but the solution may be one item larger. While this may be a
natural increment for some problems, constraints on cardinality are often artiﬁ-
cial. The cardinality-constrained methodology is most appropriate when the cost of
implementing a full solution is prohibitive, and we must build the solution one ele-
ment at a time as resources become available. In this sense, cardinality-constrained
8solution sequences are incremental solutions for static problems in static environ-
ments. The incremental aspect of dynamic environments more frequently arises
not from rigid bounds on solution cardinality, but from incremental changes in
problem constraints, such as improvements in edge capacities in a ﬂow network or
the appearance of target vertices in a covering problem. Our incremental model
is ideal for scenarios where real-time evolution of constraints requires real-time
solution improvements.
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The Incremental Model
2.1 Model Formalization
2.1.1 Single-Level Optimization Problems
We represent an abstract optimization problem Π as a tuple (X,F,v). The set
X is a collection of objects, and feasible solutions are subsets of X achieving a
certain goal [28]. The set of all feasible solutions is F ⊆ 2X, and v : F → R is a
valuation function on these solutions. We let S∗ ∈ F denote an optimal solution
to Π, so that for any S ∈ F, v(S∗) ≤ v(S) for minimizations and v(S∗) ≥ v(S) for
maximizations. This notation is adapted from [16, 22].
2.1.2 Multi-Level Optimization Problems
We extend this abstraction to multi-level, or incremental, optimization problems.
The k-level incremental version of Π, denoted Πk, consists of a sequence of k
instances of Π. Each instance has the same object set X and cost function v, but its
own feasibility set. Thus, Πk can be represented as a tuple (X,(F1,F2,...,Fk),v),
where v is now of type
Sk
`=1 F` → R to ensure compatibility with any F`, 1 ≤ ` ≤ k.
A plausible incremental solution is a tuple S = (S1,S2,...,Sk) where S` ∈ F` for
1 ≤ ` ≤ k. We say that speciﬁc values of X, (F1,...,Fk), and v are the incremental
input for an instance of Πk and S is an incremental output. Furthermore, we say
that (X,F`,v) and S` form the level ` problem and solution, respectively, and let S∗
`
denote an optimal level ` solution. We enumerate these and additional notations
in Section 2.1.4.
We assert two properties of incremental input and impose one constraint on
10incremental output. First, the input disclosure property (IDP) requires that the
sequence of feasibility sets (F1,...,Fk) is a deterministic sequence known in full
from the outset. This property speciﬁcally precludes online problems from our
incremental framework. Second, we allow only well-behaved cost functions: v
must be monotonic and subadditive. Formally, the behaved cost property (BCP)
states that v(A) ≤ v(A∪B) ≤ v(A)+v(B) for any A,B ⊆ X. Finally, incremental
solutions S must satisfy the incremental monotonicity constraint (IMC): S`−1 ⊆ S`
for 1 < ` ≤ k. The level ` solution must not only be a feasible solution for the
level ` problem, but it must also build incrementally on all prior solutions. At this
time, we refrain from imposing speciﬁc constraints on F`.
2.1.3 Multi-Level Optimization Metrics
In contrast to the single-level case, where the goal is to ﬁnd a single solution of
optimal value, there are several natural objectives for incremental problems.
The Sum Objective
The most natural incremental objective is the sum objective: either minimize the
total incremental cost or maximize the total incremental value. Formally, ﬁnd
a solution S that optimizes the sum of the solutions over all levels SUM(S) =
P
` v(S`). This objective can be trivially generalized to a weighted sum objective:
given a weight w` for each level 1 ≤ ` ≤ k, redeﬁne SUM(S) to
P
` w` · v(S`). The
sum objective would be used for an incremental problem where levels correspond
to years and the cost function corresponds to cumulative values like annual proﬁt
or loss.
11The Ratio Objective
If fairness between levels is important, the ratio objective is more appropriate.
The goal of this metric is to optimize the worst-case ratio of each level’s solution
to the optimal solution for the same level. For minimization problems, mini-
mize RATIO(S) = max`
v(S`)
v(S∗
` ). For maximization problems, maximize RATIO(S) =
min`
v(S`)
v(S∗
` ). This is similar to the competitive ratio of an online problem, and is a
standard metric for incremental problems [36, 32].
The ratio objective would be used for an incremental problem where levels cor-
respond to years and the cost function corresponds to satisﬁed customers, stock
price, or some other non-cumulative value. In this case, we want each single-level
solution within an incremental solution to be a good approximation for its corre-
sponding single-level problem. A good ratio ensures that performance at individual
levels is not signiﬁcantly aﬀected by the incremental nature of a problem. This
guarantee is particularly appropriate for problems where intermediate solutions
might become permanent solutions, or if intermediate solutions are operational for
long periods of time between upgrades. Such situations are common when ﬁnancial
factors dictate progress, as with most large construction tasks.
Demand Objectives
For some applications, each level might have very speciﬁc requirements. Given
demands d` for each level 1 ≤ ` ≤ k, does an incremental solution S exist with
v(S`) ≤ d` for minimizations or v(S`) ≥ d` for maximizations? Unlike the sum and
ratio objectives, which are optimization metrics, demand objectives are decision
metrics. The demands d` might correspond to consumer demand for a good or
monetary limits or goals.
122.1.4 Multi-Level Variables and Notation
For convenience, we summarize some of the notation used throughout this disser-
tation. Although much of this notation is deﬁned elsewhere in this section, some
of the expressions are new and will not be used until Chapters 3-4.
Single-Level Deﬁnitions
Π a single-level optimization problem
X a collection of objects for a problem Π
F a set of feasible solutions for a problem Π
S a feasible solution S ∈ F for a problem Π
v a valuation functions over feasible solutions
v(S) the value of single-level solution S
Multi-Level Deﬁnitions
Πk a k-level incremental problem
k the number of levels in incremental problem Πk
` a speciﬁc level of an incremental problem Πk, ` ∈ {1,...,k}
` = 1 the ﬁrst level of an incremental problem Πk
` = k the last level of an incremental problem Πk
Π` the level ` component of Πk
S∗
` an optimal single-level solution to Π`
S an incremental solution to Πk
s∗ the optimal sum achievable by any incremental solution
r∗ the optimal ratio achievable by any incremental solution
13Notational Conventions
r-ratio solution an incremental solution achieving ratio r or better
s-sum solution an incremental solution achieving sum s or better
(S1,S2,...,Sk) an incremental solution where S` solves Π`
(v1,v2,...,vk) solution an incremental solution where v(S`) = v`
(w1,w2,...,wk) <item> an edge/vertex/etc with weight w` at level `
level ` <item> an edge/vertex/etc that exists in Π` but not Π`−1
2.2 Model Discussion
2.2.1 Incremental Monotonicity
We start our discussion with the most fundamental aspect of incremental problems,
the incremental monotonicity constraint (IMC). The IMC enforces an incremen-
tal aspect to incremental solutions, because each level’s solution must build on
all prior solutions, without backtracking. This is an appropriate constraint when
construction costs are signiﬁcant, destruction costs are prohibitive, or when back-
wards compatibility is required. For example, consider the problems faced by the
government of a developing country with limited natural resources. This govern-
ment wants to build roads connecting a growing set of cities. Each road segment is
expensive to construct, and requires the obliteration of a large swath of woodlands.
Although a road could be built and then abandoned, the environmental damage
is irreversible. Finally, even if we imagine that the road system could somehow
be reconstructed from scratch every year without tremendous cost, no one would
know how to get anywhere, and citizens and tourists alike would undoubtedly be
very unsatisﬁed with the government’s decisions.
In contrast, some dynamic scenarios meet none of these conditions, and are thus
not best modeled as incremental optimizations. Shortest path routing in a growing
14network is one such problem. In this case, the overhead required for periodic full-
scale routing updates is negligible compared to the beneﬁt of optimal routing. For
incremental shortest path routing we can relax the IMC and separately solve each
level using non-incremental methods. The IMC is thus a pivotal constraint. When
it is appropriate, incremental analysis is necessary. When it is not appropriate, a
sequence of unrelated single-level solutions is suﬃcient, and incremental analysis
is not required.
2.2.2 Behaved Costs
While the IMC represents a fundamental aspect of incremental problems, the be-
haved cost property (BCP) is a supplemental constraint required for analytical
purposes. If we allow arbitrary cost functions, there need not be a relationship
between the costs of diﬀerent single-level solutions within a single incremental
solution. Indeed, each level might represent a completely diﬀerent problem. Al-
though this possibility is not intrinsically undesirable, we motivate our incremental
framework as a method for modeling standard optimization problems in non-static
environments. In these cases, we can naturally assume some relationship between
the costs of similar solutions because they are solutions to a similar problem. The
BCP quantiﬁes the weakest degree of relation between solution costs required by
our analyses. Although the assertion of the BCP reduces the generality of our
incremental framework, the BCP is a reasonable assumption for the type of prob-
lems for which we have created the framework, and we ﬁnd much stronger results
with the BCP than without.
Assuming the BCP, which requires v(A) ≤ v(A ∪ B) ≤ v(A) + v(B) for any
A,B ⊆ X, disallows two potentially reasonable behaviors of the cost function.
First, adding a single element x ∈ X to some solution S ⊂ X cannot decrease the
15value of S; negative value elements are not allowed. Second, v(S) cannot depend
signiﬁcantly on an interaction between multiple elements. Such a situation might
occur if two elements taken together were somehow much more valuable (or costly)
than both individual elements, as might be the case if radio and battery were two
objects in the object set. Although we can circumvent these limitations for single-
level problems by adjusting the object and feasibility sets – create a new radio and
battery object to replace {radio,battery} in all relevant feasible solutions – this is
not possible in the incremental case because of the IMC. Speciﬁcally, we might
desire radio at one level and radio and battery at the next, but this would not be
an acceptable incremental solution.
We note that the BCP does allow weak interactions, provided that monotonicity
and subadditivity are not violated. For instance, the cost of related items like a
skillet and a spatula might be discounted if used in the same solution, as long as
the discount is not more than either of the costs in isolation.
2.2.3 Input Disclosure
The most critical and limiting of our assumptions is the input disclosure prop-
erty. The IDP is also the most distinguishing assumption, for it diﬀerentiates
incremental problems from their online and stochastic counterparts. Speciﬁcally,
incremental problems require knowledge of the entire input sequence at the out-
set; randomness and uncertainty are not allowed. Incremental analyses aim to
formulate a well-balanced plan in light of this knowledge.
For numerous practical situations, the IDP is an admittedly unnatural property.
Many real-world dynamic scenarios do not have predictable input, and are thus
better suited for online paradigms. Such problems, however, are often diﬃcult
to analyze in their full generality, and the incremental framework provides an
16intermediary between static and online variations. Although online algorithms
are not explicitly incremental, online solutions are constructed incrementally in
phases as each new input is processed. Each input might be the last input, so each
phase might be the last phase, and thus all intermediate solutions must have a good
competitive ratio. In this sense, incremental hardness under the ratio metric can be
viewed as a lower bound on online hardness; if no good incremental solution exists,
then there is certainly no good online solution. Likewise, if a good incremental
solution is found, it may be useful in determining a reasonable online solution.
Our incremental model, however, is more than just an intermediary: we give four
additional motivating contexts, the ﬁrst three from an applied perspective and the
fourth with a more theoretical slant. All of these contexts manifest the IDP as a
natural, if not essential, characteristic.
Planned Growth
Our ﬁrst example embodies circumstances which naturally exhibit the IDP: full
knowledge of changing constraints is in fact quite typical for many planning sce-
narios. Highway, network, and community developments are often scheduled well
in advance with full knowledge of future resources and constraints. The incre-
mental framework provides a means to incorporate planned growth into an opti-
mization problem, and is particularly appropriate when it is desirable to maintain
backwards compatibility throughout growth phases or prohibitively expensive to
implement new solutions for each growth phase. Our road building example from
Section 2.2.1 is an example of a planned growth incremental problem. In this case,
the government might specify in advance which cities must be connected by what
year, presumably connecting the biggest cities ﬁrst and then the smaller towns and
hamlets. As another example, a suburban developer could provide utility compa-
nies with a long-term construction schedule as part of their contract, under the
17assumption that utilities should be available when required at every development
site. Incremental optimization is ideal for these and other circumstances for which
a sequence of growing requirements is available in advance.
Contingency Plans
Alternatively, the incremental approach can be a means of speciﬁcally handling
uncertainty. Suppose that a computer science department in upstate New York
wants to construct a new building. The department acquires ﬁfty million dollars
upfront for the project, but expects to obtain more funding in similar installments
over the next few years. For economic reasons, however, donors cannot guarantee
the additional installments, and the building must be constructed in phases –
waiting until all funds are available is an unacceptable setback to departmental
growth. An ideal solution to this problem is multi-staged, with each stage’s solution
value close to optimal because it may be the ﬁnal solution if funds run out. The
year one solution should be as close as possible to the best ﬁfty million dollar
building, the year two solution should be as close as possible to the best hundred
million dollar solution, and so on. Furthermore, if each stage has a self-contained
solution, the department can start using the new building immediately.
This objective coincides perfectly with the ratio objective of an incremental
problem. The IDP is satisﬁed because the value of expected annual installments
is known in advance; the unknown is whether or not the department’s funding
source will dry up before the project is completed. Even if the likelihood of losing
funding is small, having a backup plan is imperative as an incomplete construction
project is of absolutely no value to the department. Treating this problem as a
ratio-optimizing incremental problem guarantees a sound sequence of contingency
plans in case the department runs out of money prematurely.
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Our examples thus far have assumed that the levels of an incremental problem
correspond to snapshots of the same problem at diﬀerent times. Although this is
perhaps the most natural interpretation of the incremental model, and is how we
introduced the model in Section 1.3, it is by no means the only interpretation. The
levels of an incremental problem can correspond to diﬀerent levels in a geographic
or thematic hierarchy. These cases are of particular interest because they intrin-
sically exhibit the IDP; foresight is not required to know the input at all levels if
we increment along a non-temporal dimension.
Examples of non-temporal increments include political spheres such as regional
/ state / national / international, and classiﬁcation levels like species taxonomy
kingdom / phylum / class / order / family / genus or protein classiﬁcation class /
fold / superfamily / family / protein. Translating this type of hierarchical ordering
into an incremental problem requires some degree of caution.
One property of our incremental model, as deﬁned in Section 2.1, is that later
levels include prior levels – that is, while three levels in a hierarchy may be class,
phylum, and kingdom, incremental metrics do not individually evaluate either the
phylum or kingdom solutions. Instead, the higher levels are merged with all lower
levels, resulting in solutions for level one: class, level two: class & phylum, and level
three: class & phylum & kingdom. This merging is undesirable if separate measures
are required for each level in the hierarchy. Another noteworthy limitation is that
each level can have only one solution. Hierarchies are typically tree-like, in the
sense that many lower levels together form a single higher level; incremental solu-
tions do not simultaneously evaluate ﬁve solutions for each kingdom classiﬁcation
animal / plant / ... and a single overarching solution for all kingdoms. Instead,
an incremental solution could evaluate one speciﬁc kingdom classiﬁcation like plant
19and then merge this solution with a solution for all kingdoms at the next level.
Alternatively, an incremental problem might consider within kingdom interactions
at the ﬁrst level for all kingdoms, and then within and between kingdom interac-
tions at the next level. Although both of these restrictions could be relaxed in a
generalization of our incremental model, such generalizations are beyond the scope
of this dissertation.
To illustrate proper use of our incremental model for a non-temporal problem,
consider a nation-wide job search agent whose goal is to match eligible candidates
with appropriate jobs. Each candidate and each job has a geographic location,
and most candidates prefer jobs close to their current residence. At level one we
consider only within city pairings. At level two, we allow matchings with up to
a hundred kilometer commute. Level three includes all same state candidate-job
pairings, and level four uses the entire nation-wide database.
On one hand, we would like to ﬁnd as many matches as possible independent
of location; this is the optimal level four matching. On the other hand, we would
like to ﬁnd as many within city matches as possible because they are the most con-
venient. Job candidates need not move for within city jobs, and hiring companies
avoid costly relocation payments. Levels 2 and 3 are intermediary levels between
these two extremes.
This non-temporal scenario is particularly appropriate for our ratio metric.
Solution quality is based on a trade-oﬀ between maximizing global matches and
maximizing local matches. A solution that maximizes global matches but has no
local matches is not as good as a solution that balances these two levels by achieving
90% of the possible global matches and 90% of the possible local matches. The
same is true for a solution that maximizes local matches but only achieves 50%
of possible global matches. Furthermore, a solution achieving 80% of possible
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local and national levels, but does a poor job at the intermediate levels. Multi-
level problems with this kind of trade-oﬀ beg for incremental analysis: each level
naturally includes all prior levels because we do not care about the percentage of
matches that are strictly global and not local, and we can group all local matchings
together instead of treating each local region separately.
The Price of Knowledge and Knowledge Gaps
As noted earlier, incremental scenarios are an intermediary between static problems
and online problems. Recalling that competitive ratio conﬂates the inﬂuence of
the incremental and adversarial constraints for an online problem (Section 1.2.2),
incremental analysis isolates the impact of the incremental constraint on online
complexity. We deﬁne the knowledge gap as the diﬀerence in complexity bounds
for incremental and online versions of the same problem, and use it as a measure
of the online problem’s price of knowledge: the most an online algorithm would
pay for information about its input.
If the knowledge gap is small, the adversarial constraint must not contribute
signiﬁcantly to the hardness of the problem. In this case, knowledge is cheap, and
the only way to improve performance is to devise a more eﬃcient incremental al-
gorithm. If the knowledge gap is large, the adversarial constraint is an important
factor, and the price of knowledge is signiﬁcant: resources should not be wasted
investigating improved online algorithms, but instead spent developing better pre-
dictions of future input.
212.2.4 Additional Limitations
In addition to the explicitly asserted IDP, BCP, and IMC, the mathematical for-
malism of Section 2.1.2 contains two implicit assumptions. First, all levels of an
incremental problem use a single universal object set X. Second, the cost func-
tion v is a static level-independent function. While the ﬁrst of these assumptions
is technically unnecessary, the second is a noteworthy limitation required by our
analyses.
Universal Object Sets
If each level ` had its own object set X` for 1 ≤ ` ≤ k, we could without loss of
generality use the single universal object set Xk. Generality is not lost because,
if S = (S1,...,Sk) is an incremental solution, then by deﬁnition Sk ∈ Fk ⊆ 2Xk.
Because of the IMC, S` ⊆ Sk for 1 ≤ ` ≤ k, and therefore all S` contain only
objects in Xk. Incremental problems requiring level-dependent object sets can
thus be modeled with the single universal object set Xk and appropriately chosen
feasibility sets.
Independent Cost Functions
If the value v of a solution S is not just a function of S, but depended on other
factors like the elements not in S or some level speciﬁc parameter, then v is cer-
tainly not level-independent. Such is the case for qualitative clustering problems,
where edges are labeled as similar or dissimilar and a solution is a set of edges
that agree with some clustering [5]. In this case, v depends on the diﬀerence be-
tween the number of edges consistent with the clustering and the number of edges
inconsistent with the clustering. The same is true for k-center, where a solution
is a set of centers, but v depends on the distance between these centers and the
22points the centers are supposed to cover [2]. The results we present rely heavily on
cost independence; incremental problems with level-dependent costs are beyond
the scope of this dissertation but are an excellent topic for future research. As
shall be demonstrated, many optimization problems exhibit the required degree of
independence.
2.3 Specializations
Packing and covering problems (PACs) are a large class of optimization problems
that adapt well to the incremental setting. Generally posed, these problems include
a target space that must be packed or covered, and objects X that either ﬁt into
the space or cover some part of the space [10, 37, 13]. Packing examples include
ﬂow, matching, and knapsack; these problems maximize the amount of ﬂow, the
number of matched edges, and the value of objects that can be packed into a ﬂow
network, compatibility graph, and knapsack, respectively. For packing problems,
the goal is to pack as much value as possible into the space without violating
packing constraints. Covering examples include min cut and edge cover, where we
are trying to cover all s-t paths or all vertices with edges in a cut or an edge cover,
respectively. For covering problems, the goal is to cover the entire space as cheaply
as possible. To see why PACs are such excellent candidates for our incremental
model, we introduce two of their deﬁning characteristics.
2.3.1 Cost Linearity
For most PACs, each object x ∈ X has some non-negative weight wx ≥ 0, and the
cost of a solution S ⊆ X is simply v(S) = Σx∈S wx. We call such v linear, and
observe that linear cost functions always satisfy the BCP. Furthermore, as long as
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priate for incremental optimization. We note that linearity is a valuable property
only because it subsumes the BCP; as long as v meets the BCP we need not worry
about its linearity. In other words, linearity is not an extra constraint, but rather
a feature of most PACs that guarantees compatibility with our incremental model.
2.3.2 Monotonicity
PACs are also monotone. In packing problems, all subsets of feasible solutions are
also feasible: for S ⊆ X and S0 ⊆ S, S ∈ F → S0 ∈ F; if S ﬁts then so does
any smaller S0. In covering problems, all supersets of feasible solutions are also
feasible: for S ⊆ X and S ⊆ S0, S ∈ F → S0 ∈ F; if S is a cover then so is any
larger S0. Saying that a PAC is trivial if it has no feasible solutions and non-trivial
otherwise, we note that the empty set is always feasible for non-trivial packing
problems and that X is always feasible for non-trivial covering problems.
Unlike linearity, the monotonicity of single-level PACs is not subsumed by the
IDP, BCP, or IMC. Rather, PAC monotonicity is a supplemental property, and a
single-level analogue to incremental monotonicity. Monotonic problems like PACs
have particularly natural incremental variations and are thus excellent candidates
for our incremental model. Monotonicity also allows us to make some additional
assumptions about incremental PACs. These assumptions turn out to be critical
for the general-case incremental approximation techniques of Chapters 3-4.
The goal of packing problems is to pack items into a constrained space. Such
problems are naturally incrementalized because we can expand the space, or re-
lax some constraints, and try to pack more items into the less restrictive space.
There are many reasons why the packing space might increase incrementally, such
as technological improvements that improve packing eﬃciency (e.g., compression
24technology) or enlarge available space (e.g., disk capacity technology), or develop-
mental improvements like increased connectivity in a network. Furthermore, if the
set of items increases in an incremental fashion, as would the set of clients of an
online dating service, new items should incorporated into the packing as quickly as
possible. For incremental packing problems, monotonicity lets us assume without
loss of generality that F1 ⊆ F2 ⊆ ... ⊆ Fk. Generality is not lost because solutions
must be incremental, and at any given level all subsets of feasible solutions are also
feasible. If S1 is a feasible solution at level one but is not feasible at level two, then
by monotonicity S1 cannot be used as the level one component of an incremental
solution because no feasible level two solution contains S1.
The goal of covering problems is to cover a space as eﬃciently as possible. We
can incrementalize this type of problem by expanding the target space, thereby
requiring larger covers at higher levels. Such is the case if the space to be covered
is a set of cell-service subscriptions, which would expand with every new subscrip-
tion. As another possibility, the same cell-service provider might want improved
coverage for a ﬁxed set of subscribers – eﬀectively increasing the coverage area
because each transmission tower covers a smaller space at the higher standard for
coverage. For incremental covering problems, monotonicity lets us assume without
loss of generality that F1 ⊇ F2 ⊇ ... ⊇ Fk. The reasoning for this assumption is
analogous to the complementary claim for incremental packing problems.
2.3.3 Incremental PACs
The next two chapters contain a collection of results for incremental PACs. We
present several canonical packing and covering problems ﬁrst as instantiations of
our abstract single-level optimization problem, as described in Section 2.1.1, and
then as incremental problems. We also give several general-purpose approximation
25techniques. These results hold for any monotone optimization problem adapted
into the incremental setting. We deal with incremental packing problems in Chap-
ter 3 and incremental covering problems in Chapter 4.
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Incremental Packing
We deﬁne a variety of incremental packing problems based on single-level versions
of maximum ﬂow (Section 3.1), bipartite matching (Section 3.2), and knapsack
(Section 3.3). We present a general O( α
logk)-approximation algorithm for the max
sum metric on k-level incremental packing problems, given an α-approximation
for single-level problems (Section 3.4). There is no good general approximation
technique for the max ratio metric, as demonstrated by hardness of approximation
bounds for some versions of incremental ﬂow. For illustrative purposes, we carefully
pose each problem as it ﬁts into the general model deﬁned in Chapter 2.
3.1 Incremental Flow
Maximum ﬂow is deﬁned on a directed graph G = (V,E) with source s, sink t,
and a capacity function c : E → N. The goal of maximum ﬂow is to send as much
ﬂow from s to t along the edges of the network, such that no edge e carries more
ﬂow than its capacity c(e). Typical ﬂow solutions neither distinguish nor identify
ﬂow paths, as some ﬂows can be accomplished with an exponential number of ﬂow
path sets. However, we pose maximum ﬂow as a ﬂow path packing problem to
ensure compatibility with the general (X,F,v) optimization model introduced in
Chapter 2. In this domain, the object set X is all unit s-t ﬂow paths, and feasible
solutions are feasible s-t ﬂows. A subset of X is a feasible ﬂow if no edge e ∈ E is
contained by more than c(e) ﬂow paths in the subset. The value v of a ﬂow S is
the number of unit s-t ﬂow paths it contains: v(S) = |S|. We deﬁne S(e) as the
number of ﬂow paths containing e in S, which is equivalent to the amount of ﬂow
sent along e in S.
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sequence of k capacity functions c` : E → N,1 ≤ ` ≤ k that deﬁnes k sets of feasible
ﬂows. A solution is a sequence s-t ﬂows (S1,S2,...,Sk) such that S`(e) ≤ c`(e)
and S`(e) ≥ S`−1(e): the level ` ﬂow on edge e is at least the level `−1 ﬂow on edge
e and at most the level ` capacity for edge e. Without loss of generality, we can
assume S1 ⊆ S2 ⊆ ... ⊆ Sk. A network authority providing dedicated channels
through an expanding communication network could use an IF algorithm to avoid
scrambling or reassigning disjoint paths every time a link is created or upgraded.
Fractional incremental ﬂow (FIF) is a generalization of IF that allows for frac-
tional ﬂows. We also consider IF and FIF networks where the underlying edges
are undirected. In such cases we consider each edge {u,v} to be two directed edges
(u,v) and (v,u) with the same capacity function. If e = (u,v), we deﬁne ¯ e = (v,u)
and note that ¯ ¯ e = e and c(e) = c`(¯ e) for 1 ≤ ` ≤ k. There are two possible
interpretations of undirected networks. In bidirectional networks, one may send
ﬂow on both e and ¯ e so long as the sum of the ﬂows is less than c(e); ﬂow in both
directions does not cancel as it would in conventional ﬂow networks because of
the incremental monotonicity constraint. In unidirectional networks, either e or ¯ e
may carry ﬂow but not both. These two constraints are equivalent in the integral
unit-capacity case.
3.1.1 IF Examples
Because IF is our ﬁrst incremental problem, we pause to consider some example
incremental networks. Recall from Section 2.1.4 that a (v1,v2) ﬂow is an incre-
mental ﬂow (S1,S2) with level one ﬂow v(S1) = v1 and level two ﬂow v(S2) = v2.
Also from Section 2.1.4, r∗ is the optimal ratio achievable for some incremental
problem, S∗
` is an optimal single-level solution to the level ` component of some
28incremental problem, and a (w1,w2) edge is an edge e with capacities c1(e) = w1
and c2(e) = w2.
Figure 3.1(a) shows a 2-level incremental ﬂow network. We achieve a (0,2)
ﬂow in this network by sending no level one ﬂow and two units of level two ﬂow
in parallel along paths s · u · t and s · v · t. Alternatively, we achieve a (1,1) ﬂow
by sending one unit of level one ﬂow along the only level one path s · u · v · t and
no additional level two ﬂow. No (1,2) ﬂow exists because using uv in level one
precludes us from sending any additional level two ﬂow, demonstrating that it is
not always possible to obtain a ratio of 1 at each level.
In Figure 3.1(a), the best ratio we can obtain with integral ﬂow is r∗ = 1
2. We
generalize this example in Figure 3.1(b) to show that the best attainable guarantee
with integral ﬂows is r∗ = O( 1
n), where n is the number of vertices in the network,
n even. In this case v(S∗
1) = 1 and v(S∗
2) = n
2, but sending 1 unit of level one
ﬂow limits our level two ﬂow to v(S2) = 1 = 2
nv(S∗
2). We can do better by
allowing fractional ﬂows, obtaining r∗ = 2
3 with a (2
3, 4
3) ﬂow for Figure 3.1(a) and
r∗ = 1
2( n
n−1) with a (1
2( n
n−1), n
4( n
n−1)) ﬂow for Figure 3.1(b). These examples are
further generalized in Figure 3.1(c) to show that for k levels, there is an incremental
network where r∗ = O(1
k) even for fractional ﬂow. We investigate the integral and
fractional cases separately in the following two subsections.
3.1.2 Integral Flows
In contrast to the classic version of max ﬂow, optimal incremental solutions are
not always integral. Moreover, if we insist on integrality, IF is NP-complete for
both the sum and ratio metrics. Although this can be shown by reduction from
multi-commodity ﬂow (MCF), we present a reduction from 3-SAT for the sake of
obtaining stronger inapproximability results. We are unable to use MCF’s approx-
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3.1(a): An example incremental ﬂow network. Throughout this dissertation we
represent (1,1) edges with solid lines and (0,1) edges with dashed lines unless
otherwise stated. A (w1,w2) edge is deﬁned in Section 2.1.4 as an edge with
weight w` at level `. 3.1(b): A 2-level network in which a single level one ﬂow
path is intersected by 7 disjoint level 2 paths. 3.1(c): A k = 3 level network in
which a level one ﬂow path is intersected by x = 3 level 2 paths, each of which
are in turn intersected by x level 3 paths, shown as dotted lines. This network has
r∗ = x
kx−k+1 = O(1
k) as long as x ≥ 2.
Figure 3.1: Incremental Flow Networks
30imation results because we do not know of an approximation-preserving reduction
from incremental ﬂow to MCF. We ﬁrst give hardness results for the directed
and undirected cases in Theorems 3.1.1, 3.1.5 and Corollaries 3.1.4, 3.1.6. Using
similar constructions, we show that a greedy O( 1
n)-approximation is tight for di-
rected ratio IF (Theorems 3.1.7, 3.1.8). For undirected ratio IF, we cannot do
better than a 1
2-approximation when k = 2 and a ω(n−1/3)-approximation when
k ≥ 3 (Corollary 3.1.9 and Theorem 3.1.10). Lastly, directed sum IF cannot be
approximated better than 1
Hk where Hk is the kth harmonic number, or about
logk (Theorem 3.1.11).
Theorem 3.1.1 Directed ratio IF is NP-hard.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 3.1.1 follows from a reduction from 3-SAT. We
construct an instance of directed IF in which v(S∗
1) = 1 and v(S∗
2) = 2. For this
instance, a (1,2) ﬂow is a 1-ratio ﬂow. We show that achieving such a ﬂow is
possible if and only if the 3-SAT instance has a satisfying assignment.
We are given an instance of 3-SAT with variables V and clauses C. Each
clause is a set of three literals. The set of literals is the union of all positive literals
v and all negative literals v for v ∈ V . We denote each literal occurrence as a
clause-literal pair (c,`) for c ∈ C and ` ∈ c).
Literal Gadgets For every (c,`) we create a literal gadget: an in vertex, an out
vertex, and a (1,1) directed link between these two vertices.
Clause Gadgets We create a clause gadget for every clause c ∈ C. Each clause
gadget contains an in vertex, an out vertex, and the three literal gadgets of
the form (c,`) where ` ∈ c. These elements are linked together with (1,1)
edges as shown in Figure 3.2(a).
31Variable Gadgets We create a variable gadget for every variable v ∈ V . Each
variable gadget consists of an in vertex, an out vertex, and all literal gadgets
of the form (c,v) or (c,v) for any c. These elements are linked together as
shown in Figure 3.2(a): positive literals on one side, negative literals on the
other, and each side joined by (0,1) edges.
Linkage We link the source, sink, and all clause gadgets together in series with
(1,1) edges. The same is done for the variable gadgets with (0,1) edges. We
call these edges connector edges. Linkage is shown in Figure 3.2(b).
Lemma 3.1.2 A (1,2) ﬂow in this construction is a 1-ratio ﬂow.
Proof. The sink has in-degree 1 in the level one graph and in-degree 2 in the level
two graph, thus v(S∗
1) ≤ 1 and v(S∗
2) ≤ 2. A ﬂow of value 1 is achievable in the
level one graph because it is connected. A ﬂow of value 2 is achievable in the level
two graph because it has no 1-cut. u t
Lemma 3.1.3 There is a satisfying assignment iﬀ there exists a 1-ratio ﬂow.
[⇒] Given a satisfying assignment, we identify one true literal (c,`) for each clause
c. We route a unit of level one ﬂow through all clause gadgets, passing through
gadget c using literal (c,`). We route an extra unit of level two ﬂow through all
variable gadgets, using only false literals by passing through the positive (negative)
side of gadget v if v is false (true). Such a ﬂow is shown in Figure 3.2(c).
[⇐] We ﬁrst make the following observations concerning (1,2) ﬂows in our con-
struction:
1. The level 1 component of any (1,2) ﬂow is a path including every (1,1)
connector and one literal from each clause gadget. This is because the three
literals of any clause form a level 1 cut, as does any (1,1) connector.
32(a) Clause c and Variable v
(b) Clause-Variable Linkage (c) An Example Flow
The directed ﬂow construction for example (u ∨ v ∨ w) ∧ (u ∨ v ∨ w) ∧ (u ∨ v ∨
w) ∧ (u ∨ v ∨ w). The clauses are denoted a,b,c,d. Literal gadgets appear inside
labeled ovals. Note that each of the twelve literal gadgets appears once in a clause
gadget and once in a variable gadget, and thus the seemingly separate source-sink
paths in 3.2(b) actually share many vertices. The dotted paths in 3.2(c) show a
(1,2)-ﬂow based on the assignment u = 0, v = 0, w = 1.
Figure 3.2: Hardness Construction for Max Ratio Directed Incremental Flow
332. In any (1,2) ﬂow, any level two ﬂow at (c,v).in (or (c,v).in) must proceed
to (c,v).out ((c,v).out) and back to the positive (negative) side of variable
gadget v. The only other path would be to c.out, whose sole out edge is a
(1,1) connector already carrying level 1 ﬂow (see observation 1).
3. In any (1,2) ﬂow, any level two ﬂow at v.in must proceed through either all
(c,v) gadgets or all (c,v) gadgets to v.out. This is because v.in has two out
edges: one to a sequence of all (c,v) gadgets and the other to a sequence of
all (c,v) gadgets. Once ﬂow proceeds to one of these sequences, induction
on observation 2 implies it must pass through every literal gadget in the
targeted sequence and end at v.out.
4. The level 2 component of any (1,2) ﬂow is a path passing through the pos-
itive or negative side of each variable gadget. The source vertex has only
two out edges: a (1,1) connector to a clause gadget and a (0,1) connector to
a sequence of all variable gadgets. By observation 1, the (1,1) connector is
already used, forcing the ﬂow to the ﬁrst variable gadget. Repeated applica-
tion of observation 3 implies that the ﬂow proceeds through the positive or
negative side of every variable gadget to the sink.
By observation 4, every variable v carries level two ﬂow through one of its sides.
We set v false if this ﬂow passes through v’s positive side and true otherwise.
Under this assignment, all false literals carry level two ﬂow. By observation 1, one
literal from each clause must carry level one ﬂow (and not level two ﬂow) and thus
cannot be false. This assignment satisﬁes 3-SAT. u t
Theorem 3.1.1 follows from Lemmas 3.1.2-3.1.3 and the polynomial nature of
our reduction. u t
34Corollary 3.1.4 Directed sum IF is NP-hard.
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 3.1.1 because a Σk
`=1v(S∗
`)-sum ﬂow is
equivalent to a 1-ratio ﬂow, and Theorem 3.1.1 shows that the existence of a 1-ratio
ﬂow in certain directed ﬂow networks is NP-hard to determine. u t
Theorem 3.1.5 Undirected ratio IF is NP-hard.
Proof. Theorem 3.1.5 follows from a slight modiﬁcation of the reduction used by
Theorem 3.1.1 for the directed case. If we simply take our directed construction
and remove directionality, then observations 1-4 of Lemma 3.1.3 [⇐] no longer
hold. We recover equivalent observations by replacing each clause gadget with the
undirected clause gadget shown in Figure 3.3(a) and doubling the number of (1,1)
connectors. A (2,3) ﬂow is a 1-ratio ﬂow in the resulting construction.
We state without proof the following variant of observation 1, which can be
used to establish observations 2-4 for (2,3) ﬂows in the undirected construction.
The level 1 component of any (2,3) ﬂow speciﬁes two paths that together use every
(1,1) connector and at least one literal from each clause. Furthermore, this ﬂow
disconnects the unused literals from each other in the residual graph as illustrated
in Figure 3.3(b). The rest of the proof follows as before. u t
Corollary 3.1.6 Undirected sum IF is NP-hard.
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 3.1.5 because a Σk
`=1v(S∗
`)-sum ﬂow is
equivalent to a 1-ratio ﬂow, and Theorem 3.1.5 shows that the existence of a 1-ratio
ﬂow in certain undirected ﬂow networks is NP-hard to determine. u t
Theorem 3.1.7 Directed ratio IF is O( 1
n)-approximable.
Proof. Consider a greedy algorithm that starts at level one and sequentially sends
the maximum ﬂow possible on each level consistent with the incremental constraint
35(a) (b) (c)
3.3(a): An example undirected clause gadget for c = {u,v,w}. 3.3(b): Dotted
paths indicating one way to route two units of ﬂow through this gadget. Any such
routing will disconnect the unused literal gadgets in the residual graph. 3.3(c):
The 3-level clause gadget used in Theorem 3.1.10. Bold lines represent level 0
links.
Figure 3.3: Undirected Clause Gadgets
imposed by the previous ﬂow. For levels ` ≥ 2, let P be a unit ﬂow path of the
greedily constructed S`−1. Sending ﬂow through an edge of P interferes with at
most one unit of ﬂow in the optimal level ` ﬂow S∗
`. Since the length of P is at
most n, P could have blocked at most n − 1 units of S∗
`’s ﬂow. Therefore,
v(S`) = v(S
∗
`) − # paths S`−1 blocks
≥ v(S
∗
`) − (n − 1)v(S`−1)
≥ v(S
∗
`) − (n − 1)v(S`)
≥
1
n
v(S
∗
`),
where the last inequality is determined by combining terms and dividing by n. u t
Theorem 3.1.8 For any g ∈ ω( 1
n), it is NP-hard to g(n)-approximate directed
ratio IF.
Proof. Given an instance of 3-SAT, we compose an instance of the directed ﬂow
problem out of N copies of the network constructed for Theorem 3.1.1. These
36copies are joined as shown in Figure 3.4(a) to create a network of size n = Θ(SN),
where S denotes the size of the original network. By the arguments of Lemma 3.1.3,
there is a (1,N +1) ﬂow iﬀ there is a satisfying assignment. Furthermore, if there
is no satisfying assignment, there is no (v1,v2) ﬂow for v1 > 0 and v2 > 1. For any
g(n) ∈ ω( 1
n), we can pick N suﬃciently large to ensure that a g(n)-approximation
distinguishes between these cases. u t
Corollary 3.1.9 For any α > 1
2, it is NP-hard to α-approximate two-level undi-
rected ratio IF.
Proof. The proof follows from a modiﬁcation of the reduction of Theorem 3.1.8
for the directed case where we remove directionality as described in Theorem 3.1.5.
The constructed network has a (2,N + 2) ﬂow iﬀ there is a satisfying assignment.
If there is no satisfying assignment, there is no (v1,v2) ﬂow for v1 > 1 and v2 > 2.
These two cases could be distinguished by an α-approximation. u t
Theorem 3.1.10 For any g ∈ ω(n−1/3), it is NP-hard to g(n)-approximate undi-
rected ratio IF.
Proof. We strengthen the inapproximability result of Corollary 3.1.9 by adding a
level to our clause gadget as shown in Figure 3.3(c) and enhancing the construction
as follows:
Given an instance of 3-SAT, we compose an instance of the undirected ﬂow
problem out of N3 copies of the network constructed in Theorem 3.1.5 using multi-
level clause gadgets. We join these copies as in Figure 3.4(b) to create a network
of size n = Θ(SN3), where S denotes the size of the original network. There is a
(1,N + 1,N2 + N + 1) ﬂow iﬀ there is a satisfying assignment. Furthermore, if
there is no satisfying assignment, there is no (a0,a1,a2) ﬂow for a0 > 0, a1 > 1,
and a2 > N + 1. For any g(n) ∈ ω(n−1/3), we can pick N suﬃciently large to
ensure that a g(n)-approximation distinguishes between these cases. u t
37(a) Directed (b) Undirected
Constructions for non-approximation results for integral max ratio. Both of these
constructions paste together the clause and variable components of many copies of
the constructions described in Theorems 3.1.1, 3.1.5. We label clause and variable
components of copy x as Cx and Vx, respectively.
Figure 3.4: Non-Approximation Constructions for Max Ratio Flow
38Theorem 3.1.11 For any β > 1
Hk, it is NP-hard to β-approximate directed sum
IF.
Proof. Suppose we have a 1/(Hk − )-approximation for max sum on k-level
networks. We solve any instance of 3-SAT by constructing an incremental ﬂow
network and using the approximation algorithm to identify satisﬁable formulas.
First, let b = 1
. Deﬁne a∗
0 = 0, and a∗
` = b bk
1+k−`c for integers 1 ≤ ` ≤
k. Observe that
Pk
`=1 a∗
` > bk(Hk − ) because b bk
1+k−`c > bk
1+k−` − 1. Given
an instance φ of 3-SAT, we build a k-level ﬂow network using O(b2k2) copies
of the clause-variable component pairs constructed from φ as in Theorem 3.1.1,
one of which is shown in Figure 3.2(b). We create a b(k − 1) × bk matrix of
components as shown in Figure 3.5. Each level ` is assigned columns a∗
`−1 + 1
through a∗
`. Each such column j contains variable components v1j,v2j,...,va∗
`−1j
and clause components cj(a∗
`+1),...,cj(bk−1),cj(bk), all linked in series between the
source and the sink. Components in these columns contain only level ` edges.
Variable component vab is linked to clause component cab.
In this construction, the maximum ﬂow possible at level ` has value a∗
`, thus
UB =
Pk
`=1 a∗
` is an upper bound on the ﬂow sum. This is strictly larger than
bk(Hk−) as noted earlier. Observe that any level ` ﬂow must pass through clause
components cj(a∗
`+1),...,cj(bk) for some column j ≤ a∗
`. If we ever send more than
a∗
` units of ﬂow, this extra ﬂow must pass through variable component vjj0 for some
a∗
` < j0 ≤ bk. Thus by Lemma 3.1.12 any ﬂow strictly larger than a∗
` that contains
positive ﬂow at level ` yields a satisfying assignment for φ.
If such an assignment exists, we can achieve the ﬂow sum upper bound UB
by applying Lemma 3.1.12 to send ﬂow through all clause-variable pairs. If no
such assignment exists, consider incremental solution (S1,S2,...,Sk) and take
the smallest ` such that v(Sk) ≤ a∗
`. Because there is no assignment, v(S1) =
39Circles denote clause components and squares denote variable components. Clause-
variable tuple (cij,vij) consists of clause cij component in column i and variable
vij in row j. This example is for k = 8 and  = b = 1.
Figure 3.5: Non-Approximation Construction for Max Sum Flow
... = v(S`−1) = 0. Also, v(S`) ≤ ... ≤ v(Sk) ≤ a∗
`, and therefore our ﬂow sum
P
` v(S`) ≤ (1 + k − `)a∗
` = (1 + k − `)(b bk
1+k−`c) ≤ bk. We use our 1/(Hk − )-
approximation to distinguish between these cases, and therefore determine whether
or not φ has a satisfying assignment. u t
Lemma 3.1.12 Given a level `c clause component c and its associated level `v
variable component v, if c carries ﬂow at any level prior to `v then any ﬂow through
v determines a satisfying assignment. Also, any satisfying assignment can be used
to achieve a ﬂow with separate ﬂow paths through c and v.
Proof. The proof follows for reasons analogous to those presented in Theo-
rem 3.1.1, which argues that in a network consisting of just c and v (the network
in Figure 3.2(b)) there is a (1,2) ﬂow if and only if there is a satisfying assignment.
The arguments of Theorem 3.1.1 are for when `c = 1 and `v = 2, but generalize
40directly for any `c < `v. Lemma 3.1.3 shows how to convert an assignment into
the desired ﬂow. u t
3.1.3 Fractional Flows
We show in Theorems 3.1.13-3.1.14 that directed and bidirectional FIF can be
formulated as linear programs (LPs), and thus solved in polynomial time. Un-
fortunately, we cannot formulate an LP for the unidirectional case because of the
non-linear constraint S`(e) > 0 → S`(¯ e) = 0 for all ` ∈ {1,...,k}. We are not
allowed to let positive ﬂows on e and ¯ e cancel because this might violate the in-
cremental monotonicity constraint. Theorem 3.1.15 shows that unidirectional FIF
is NP hard.
Theorem 3.1.13 Directed and bidirectional ratio FIF are in P.
Proof. We can formulate directed ratio FIF as an LP in O(mk) variables and
constraints. The objective is to maximize r such that S`(e) and r are non-negative,
S`−1(e) ≤ S`(e) ≤ c`(e), and
P
e out of v
S`(e) −
P
e into v
S`(e) = 0
P
e out of s
S`(e) −
P
e into s
S`(e) ≥ r · v(S∗
`),
for all ` ∈ {1,...,k}, where we can compute the optimal single-level ﬂow S∗
` using
any polynomial-time ﬂow algorithm. For bidirectional ratio FIF, we have one
additional constraint: S`(e) + S`(¯ e) ≤ ci(e). LPs are solvable in polynomial time,
and thus directed and bidirectional ratio FIF are in P. u t
Theorem 3.1.14 Directed and bidirectional sum FIF are in P.
Proof. We can formulate directed sum FIF as an LP in O(mk) variables and
constraints. The objective is to maximize s =
Pk
`=1 s` where S`(e) and s` are
41non-negative, S`−1(e) ≤ S`(e) ≤ c`(e), and
P
e out of v
S`(e) −
P
e into v
S`(e) = 0
P
e out of s
S`(e) −
P
e into s
S`(e) = s`
for all ` ∈ {1,...,k}. For bidirectional sum FIF, we have one additional constraint:
S`(e) + S`(¯ e) ≤ ci(e). LPs are solvable in polynomial time, and thus directed and
bidirectional sum FIF are in P. u t
Theorem 3.1.15 Unidirectional ratio FIF is NP-hard.
Proof. We begin with the complete construction of Section 3.1.2 as shown in
Figure 3.2(b). We call all edges not within a literal gadget auxiliary edges. Denote
the ﬁrst and last variables in the construction vfirst and vlast, respectively. Mod-
ify the construction as follows. Unidirectional gadgets and linkage are shown in
Figure 3.6.
1. Replace (s,vfirst.in) and (vlast.out,t) with (t,vfirst.in), (vlast.out,s) of capac-
ity (0,1).
2. Subdivide each auxiliary edge into three sequential edges. Denote the middle
edge as an -edge.
3. Create a single s-t path that passes forward through all (1,1) -edges and
backwards through all (0,1) -edges by linking them in series with (0,0)
-edges.
4. Add a 0th level: replace (c1,c2) -edges with (,c1+,c2+) links and normal
(c1,c2) edges with (0,c1,c2) links.
5. Remove link directionality to yield an undirected graph.
42This modiﬁed construction has optimal single-level ﬂows v(S∗
0) = , v(S∗
1) = 1+,
and v(S∗
2) = 2 + . Arguments similar to those used in Lemma 3.1.3 show that a
satisfying assignment can be used to achieve a (,1+,2+) ﬂow. Similarly, such
a ﬂow S = (S0,S1,S2) can be used to determine a satisfying assignment. This is
because v(S0) =  implies that all -edges carry level 0 ﬂow in the direction speciﬁed
by (3). Furthermore, v(S1) = 1 +  implies a total of one unit of ﬂow passes down
through the three literals in every clause, and thus at least one literal per clause
is directed down. Lastly, v(S2) = 2+ implies that a unit of ﬂow goes up through
every variable gadget. For reasons similar to those discussed in Theorem 3.1.1,
this ﬂow must proceed through all positive literals or negative literals (or both, if
we split the ﬂow) for each variable v. Note that no level two ﬂow can proceed up
through (v,`) if any amount of level one ﬂow went down through (v,`). We assign
v false if any of this level two ﬂow goes up through v’s positive literals and true
otherwise. For reasons analogous to those discussed in Theorems 3.1.1, 3.1.5 such
an assignment necessarily solves the 3-SAT instance. u t
3.2 Incremental Matching
Maximum-weight matching is deﬁned on a graph G = (V,E) with edge weights we
for all e ∈ E. The object set X is E, the edges of G, and feasible solutions are
matchings contained in E. Speciﬁcally, a subset of E is a feasible solution if no
vertex v ∈ V is the endpoint of more than one edge in the subset. The value v of
a matching S is the sum of the weights of the edges it contains: v(S) =
P
e∈S we.
Special cases of matching include unweighted matching, when we = 1 for all e ∈ E,
and bipartite matching, when V is composed of two disjoint sets A,B and all edges
in E are between A and B.
Incremental matching (IM) is deﬁned on a similar graph, only the edges E
43Three-level gadgets and linkage for the unidirectional construction. Solid and
dashed lines are (0,1,1) and (0,0,1) links, respectively. Thin gray lines indicate
the presence of an -edge, and thus an additional (,,) capacity for any edge
they overlap. Observe that these -edges form a simple s-t path down through the
clauses and up through the variables.
Figure 3.6: Three-Level Gadgets for Unidirectional Flow
44appear over k discrete time intervals E1 ⊆ E2 ⊆ ... ⊆ Ek = E. A solution is a
sequence of matchings (S1,S2,...,Sk) such that S` is a matching in G` = (V,E`)
and S` ⊆ S`+1. An IM algorithm would be invaluable to a dating service where
members add links to compatible partners after browsing, at their own leisure,
through the proﬁles of other members.
We also consider a variant of incremental matching, a-incremental matching
(AIM), deﬁned only on bipartite graphs G = ((A,B),E). In an AIM instance, the
vertices A appear over k discrete time intervals A1 ⊆ A2 ⊆ ... ⊆ Ak = A. Edges
incident to vertex a ∈ A appear when a appears. As an AIM example, consider a
sequence of animal-lovers visiting an SPCA clinic looking to pick a compatible pet
from a static set of stray cats and dogs. Note that AIM is a special case of IM.
We do not consider the variant of incremental bipartite matching where vertices
of both A and B are allowed to appear at each time step.
In the following series of proofs, we show that IM can be solved in polynomial
time for the max sum metric by a simple reduction to a single-level instance of max
weight matching (Theorem 3.2.1). Ratio IM, however, is NP-complete for weighted
bipartite graphs (Theorem 3.2.2), but polynomial-time solvable in the unweighted
case for k = 2 or when a 1-ratio solution is feasible (Theorems 3.2.4-3.2.5). We
present a greedy 1
2-approximation for unweighted graphs (Theorem 3.2.6), but
leave as an open problem the hardness of IM with bounded weights for two levels
and unit weights for three or more levels. Lastly, we use a reduction to max ﬂow
to show that ratio AIM can be solved in polynomial time (Theorem 3.2.7).
Theorem 3.2.1 Sum IM is in P.
Proof. We transform our incremental instance (G1,G2,...,Gk,w) into a single
instance (G,w0) of the max weight matching problem, which can then be solved
in polynomial time [29]. We create a graph G = (V,E) where E = Ek. For each
45edge e, we assign it weight w0
e = we · (k − ` + 1) if e ﬁrst appears in the edge set
E`, i.e. if e ∈ E`\E`−1. This is the amount e would contribute to the sum if we
were to add it to our solution at level `. For a matching M returned by the max
weight matching algorithm, we deﬁne an incremental solution S` = M ∩ E`. We
argue that M is a maximum weight matching if and only if (S1,S2,...,Sk) is the
optimal weighted incremental max sum solution. This follows from the one-to-one
correspondence between the value of the maximum weight matching and the value
of our incremental solution:
w(M) =
X
e∈M
w
0
e =
k X
`=1
X
e∈S`\S`−1
w
0
e =
k X
`=1
X
e∈S`\S`−1
we · (k − ` + 1)
=
k X
`=1
w(S`\S`−1)(k − ` + 1) =
k X
`=1
w(S`) = v(S1,S2,...,Sk).
u t
Theorem 3.2.2 2-level ratio IM is NP-hard for weighted, bipartite G.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 3.2.2 follows from a reduction from partition, known
to be NP-complete [26]. Given a ﬁnite set A and sizes s(a) ∈ Z+ for all a in A, the
partition problem ﬁnds a subset A0 ⊆ A such that
P
a∈A0 s(a) =
P
a∈A\A0 s(a). We
construct a 2-level instance of weighted incremental bipartite matching such that
a ratio of 1
2 is achievable if and only if the desired partition of A exists.
For each element a ∈ A, we create a 2-level gadget consisting of two incident
edges e1
a and e2
a. Edge e1
a is a level one edge of weight s(a), and edge e2
a is a level two
edge of weight C · s(a), for some C > 1. This construction is shown in Figure 3.7.
Let S =
P
a∈A s(a). Then the optimal level one matching S∗
1 selects all level
one edges, with total weight S. The optimal level two matching S∗
2 selects all level
two edges, with total weight C · S. Let us deﬁne C = S + 1.
46A weighted incremental bipartite matching instance constructed from an instance
of partition with A = {a1,a2,a3,a4}. Solid and dashed lines represent level one
and level two edges, respectively. Edges are labeled with their weights.
Figure 3.7: Hardness Construction for Incremental Matching
Theorem 3.2.2 follows directly from Lemma 3.2.3. However, the hardness of
incremental bipartite matching with polysize weights is unknown, as there is a
pseudo-polynomial time dynamic programming algorithm for partition. u t
Lemma 3.2.3 There is a partition of A if and only if there exists an incremental
matching achieving ratio 1
2.
Proof. [⇒] Suppose we have a partition A0 ⊆ A such that
X
a∈A0
s(a) =
X
a∈A\A0
s(a) =
S
2
.
We create an incremental matching (S1,S2) by selecting S1 = {e1
a | a ∈ A0} and
S2 = S1 ∪ {e2
a | a ∈ A \ A0}. This is a feasible solution, as we use exactly one
gadget edge for each element a ∈ A in our incremental matching. Furthermore,
r1 =
v(S1)
v(S∗
1)
r2 =
v(S2)
v(S∗
2)
=
P
a∈A0 s(a)
S
=
v(S1) + C
P
a∈A\A0 s(a)
C · S
=
1
2
=
S/2 + C · S/2
C · S
≥
1
2
[⇐] Now suppose we have an incremental matching (S1,S2) achieving ratio 1
2. First
we claim that v(S1) = S
2: If not, then in order to achieve the stated ratio, we have
47v(S1) ≥ S
2 + 1, and hence v(S2) ≤ S
2 + 1 + C · (S
2 − 1). But then
r2 ≤
S/2 + 1 + C · (S/2 − 1)
C · S
=
1
2
+
S + 2 − 2C
2 · C · S
=
1
2
+
S + 2 − 2 · (S + 1)
2 · (S + 1) · S
=
1
2
−
1
2 · (S + 1)
<
1
2
which contradicts our ratio of 1
2. Therefore we deﬁne A0 to be the elements a such
that e1
a ∈ S1 so that
P
a∈A0 s(a) = v(S1) = S
2. u t
Theorem 3.2.4 2-level ratio IM is in P for unweighted G.
Proof. We transform an incremental instance V,E1,E2 into a single max weight
matching instance. Create the graph G = (V,E2), and for each edge e ∈ E2 deﬁne
we = 1 if e ∈ E1 and we = 0 otherwise. Deﬁne M as the size of the largest matching
in G and Sm as the max weight matching of size m for all m, 1 ≤ m ≤ M. From
each Sm, create the incremental solution (Sm ∩E1,Sm), noting that the weight of
Sm is the value of the level one solution and the size of Sm is the value of the level
two solution. Of these M incremental solutions, return the solution of maximum
ratio. The ratio of any feasible solution cannot be more than the ratio of this
solution. Given an arbitrary (m1,m2) incremental matching, we can construct a
matching in G of size m2 and cost m1. Because Sm2 is the max weight matching
of size m2, the weight of Sm2 is at least m1, and thus the incremental solution
produced from Sm2 has a ratio no less than the ratio of our original (m1,m2)
matching. u t
Theorem 3.2.5 We can determine in polynomial time whether or not a 1-ratio
matching exists for unweighted G.
Proof. Recall from Section 2.1.4 that a 1-ratio matching is an incremental match-
ing exists with ratio 1. We generalize the construction in Theorem 3.2.4 to k levels
48and show that the resulting max weight matching problem can be used to deter-
mine if a 1-ratio solution exists for the original incremental problem. Given V and
E1,E2,...,Ek, create a graph G = (V,Ek). For each edge e ∈ E, determine the
smallest ` such that e ∈ E` and deﬁne we = k −` so that a level 1 edge has weight
k − 1, a level 2 edge has weight k − 2, and so on. Recalling that S∗
` is an optimal
matching for the level ` subproblem, we claim that a 1-ratio solution exists if and
only if G has a matching of size v(S∗
k) and weight Σ
k−1
`=1v(S∗
`).
[⇒] If a 1-ratio solution exists, then G has a matching of size v(S∗
k) and weight
Σ
k−1
`=1v(S∗
`). We argue that the level k matching of a 1-ratio solution is a matching
in G of the appropriate size and weight. Clearly, this matching has size v(S∗
k).
Because of the incremental nature of this matching, it contains v(S∗
1) level one
edges of cost k − 1, v(S∗
2) − v(S∗
1) level two edges of cost k − 2, and so on up to
v(S∗
k) − v(S∗
k−1) edges of cost k − k = 0. The weight of this matching in G is thus
(k − 1)v(S
∗
1) + (k − 2)(v(S
∗
2) − v(S
∗
1)) + ··· + (k − k)(v(S
∗
k) − v(S
∗
k−1)).
We can combine terms to yield
(k − 1)v(S
∗
1) − (k − 2)v(S
∗
1) + (k − 2)v(S
∗
2) + ··· − (k − k)v(S
∗
k−1) + (k − k)v(S
∗
k),
which we collapse as follows:
v(S
∗
1) + v(S
∗
2) + ··· + v(S
∗
k−1) = Σ
k−1
`=1v(S
∗
`).
[⇐] If G has a matching of size v(S∗
k) and weight Σ
k−1
`=1v(S∗
`), then a 1-ratio so-
lution exists. Letting M denote such a matching, deﬁne incremental solution
S = (S1,...,Sk) for S` = M ∩E`. By deﬁnition, v(S`) ≤ v(S∗
`) for all `, so at most
v(S∗
`) edges in M have cost k − ` or more. Furthermore, these are the edges S`.
Starting with ` = 1 and continuing through ` = k, if v(S`) < v(S∗
`), increase the
weights of v(S∗
`)−v(S`) edges not in S` to k−` and put these edges in E` and S`.
49Now M necessarily has v(S∗
`) − v(S∗
`−1) edges of cost k − `, and therefore weight
Σ
k−1
`=1v(S∗
`) as shown in ⇒. If S is not a 1-ratio solution then v(S`) < v(S∗
`) for
some `, and we have necessarily increased the weight of S by at least one. This is a
contradiction, because M has the same weight before and after the transformation,
and therefore S is a 1-ratio solution. u t
Theorem 3.2.6 Sum and ratio IM are 1
2-approximable for unweighted G.
Proof. First, let us deﬁne a greedy algorithm for k-level IM. We begin by com-
puting, using any algorithm for single-level matching, the optimal level 1 matching
T1. Next, remove all matched vertices from G and compute the optimal level 2
matching T2 in the resulting subgraph. Recalling that S∗
` is an optimal level `
matching, and thus T1 = S∗
1, note that T1 ∪T2 is not necessarily S∗
2. Repeat these
steps for all k levels, deﬁne S` = T1∪...∪T`, and return (S1,...,Sk) as our greedy
solution. Note that S` is a maximal level ` matching in G.
If G is unweighted, this greedy algorithm 1
2-approximates the best sum and
ratio solutions. We argue that v(S`) ≥
v(S∗
` )
2 . Supposing v(S`) <
v(S∗
` )
2 , strictly
fewer than v(S∗
`) vertices are matched in S`, and thus strictly more than v(S∗
`)
of the 2v(S∗
`) vertices matched in S∗
` are not matched in S`. By the pigeon hole
principle, both endpoints of some edge e ∈ S∗
` are unmatched in S`, contradicting
the maximality of S` because {e}∪S` is a larger matching. Therefore, v(S`) ≥
v(S∗
` )
2
for all `, and (S1,...,Sk) has ratio at least 1
2 and sum at least half the maximum
possible sum Σk
`=1v(S∗
`). u t
Theorem 3.2.7 Ratio AIM is in P for unweighted G.
Proof. We reduce r-ratio AIM to a maximum ﬂow instance. Given G =
((A,B),E), we direct all edges from A to B. Add k source vertices s1,...,sk and a
single sink vertex t with directed unit-capacity edges (s`,a) for a ∈ A` −A`−1 and
50(a) 3-level AIM instance (b) constructed ﬂow instance
3.8(a): A 3-level AIM instance. Level 1 edges are dashed, level 2 edges are solid,
and level 3 edges are thick. 3.8(b): The s-t ﬂow instance constructed from this
instance of matching. Edges have unit capacity unless otherwise labeled.
Figure 3.8: Flow Network for Max Ratio A-Incremental Matching
(b,t) for b ∈ B. Also add edges (s`,s`+1) of capacity r(Ok − O`) for ` < k, where
O` = v(S∗
`) is the size of an optimal level ` matching as determined in polynomial-
time by any single-level matching algorithm. Finally, add a meta source s and a
capacity rOk edge between s and s1. This construction is shown in Figure 3.8. We
claim that G has an r-ratio matching if and only if our constructed network has a
rOk s-t ﬂow.
Any r-ratio matching S must by deﬁnition include at least rO` edges with a
vertex in A`, for 1 ≥ ` ≥ k. By the min cut arguments illustrated in Figure 3.9,
any rOk ﬂow must route ﬂow through at least rO` edges with an endpoint in A`.
Because the capacity of (b,t) is 1, only one unit of ﬂow can be routed through any
vertex in B, and thus every vertex A` that receives ﬂow corresponds to a level `
edge in E that carries ﬂow; there is a one to one correspondence between edges in
E used by a ﬂow and edges in a feasible matching. This correspondence and the
51Three cuts in the ﬂow network from Figure 3.8. These cuts show that rO3 ﬂows
must route ﬂow through rO1 edges with an endpoint in A1, rO2 edges with an
endpoint in A2, and rO3 edges with an endpoint in A3.
Figure 3.9: Cuts in Flow Network for Max Ratio A-Incremental Matching
above properties establish the equivalence of rO3 ﬂows and r-ratio matchings. u t
3.3 Incremental Knapsack
A knapsack instance consists of a capacity B and a set of items U, each with a
size |u| and a value v(u). The object set X is U, the elements we can place in the
knapsack, and feasible solutions are subsets of U with cumulative size no larger
than B. The value of a packing S is the sum of the values of the items it contains:
v(S) = Σu∈Svu. We consider only the case where v(u) = |u|; the value of an item is
its size. This special case is sometimes called the maximum subset sum problem.
Incremental knapsack (IK) is deﬁned on a similar set of items U, but instead
of a single capacity B we have a sequence of k capacities B1 ≤ B2 ≤ ··· ≤ Bk.
A solution is a sequence of subsets (S1,S2,...,Sk) such that v(S`) ≤ B`, and
S` ⊆ S`+1. We assume items U = {u1,u2,...,un} are ordered by non-decreasing
size so that i < j =⇒ |ui| ≤ |uj|. For 0 ≤ j ≤ n, let Gj denote the set of the j
smallest items {u1,...,uj} and σj the cumulative size of Gj: σj = v(Gj) = Σ
j
i=1|ui|.
52We also adopt the following deﬁnitions:
u(v) uj, j = mini (v
2 ≤ |ui| ≤ v) least uj with |uj| between v
2 and v
σ(v) σj, j = maxi (σi ≤ v) biggest σj no larger than v
G(v) Gj, j = maxi (σi ≤ v) smallest item set of size σ(v)
`(v) max` (B` < v) biggest ` with capacity less than v, or 0,
where u(v) is undeﬁned if no such uj exists. We present eﬃcient 1
2-approximations
for sum and ratio IK in Theorems 3.3.1, 3.3.4.
Theorem 3.3.1 Sum IK is 1
2-approximable.
Proof. We approximate sum IK with items U and capacities B1 ≤ ... ≤ Bk
using dynamic programming table SIK(`,v). For 0 ≤ ` ≤ k and 0 ≤ v ≤ B`, we
claim that SIK(`,v) is a 1
2-approximation to the `-level subproblem with items
U and capacities min(B1,v) ≤ ... ≤ min(B`,v). We call v a capacity cap. Our
bases cases are when ` = 0 and when v = 0. If ` = 0 we have no levels and
thus SIK(0,v) = () is a 1
2-approximation. If v = 0 we have no space and thus
SIK(`,0) = ({},...,{}) is a 1
2-approximation.
Otherwise, we let IMC denote the set of items required by the incremental
monotonicity constraint and “best of” the solution of maximum sum from a set of
solutions. We deﬁne SIK(`,v) recursively for 1 ≤ ` ≤ k and 1 ≤ v ≤ Bk using
Equations 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3.
53G`v(`
0) =

  
  
SIK(`0,B`0) for levels [1..`0]
G(v) for levels (`0..`],
(3.1)
H`v(`
0) =

      
      
SIK(`0,B`0+1 − |u(v)|) if `0 < `(v), for levels [1..`0]
SIK(`0,v − |u(v)|) if `0 = `(v), for levels [1..`0]
{u(v)} ∪ IMC if `0 ≤ `(v), for levels (`0..`],
(3.2)
SIK(`,v) =

                  
                  
G`v(`σ(v)) if v ≤ 2σ(v)
best of

              
              
G`v(`σ(v))
H`v(`|u(v)|)
H`v(`|u(v)|+1)
. . .
H`v(`v))
if v > 2σ(v),
(3.3)
If v ≤ 2σ(v), then G(v) ﬁlls at least half of available capacity at level ` and we
use G(v) until it no longer ﬁts as indicated in Equation 3.1. Note that the SIK
solution for levels [1..`σ(v)] is consistent with this choice because it will never use
any items larger than the largest item in G(v).
If v > 2σ(v), then G(v) does not ﬁll half of the available capacity, and we take
the best of a number of solutions, including G(v). The H`v(`0) solutions enumerated
in Equation 3.3 and deﬁned by Equation 3.2 take the smallest item not in G(v) at
all levels after `0 (if u(v) is undeﬁned then H`v is also undeﬁned, leaving G(v) as the
only well-deﬁned solution considered for SIK(`,v)). These solutions are feasible
because we adjust the capacity cap before we look up our subproblem solution in
the SIK table, and thus {u(v)} ∪ IMC cannot exceed original cap v. We illustrate
these cases in Figure 3.10.
54Incremental knapsack instance and three possible subsolutions considered by Equa-
tion 3.3. In G`v(`σ(v)) we take G(v) for levels (`σ(v)..`] and recursively solve all prior
levels. In H`v(`|u(v)|) we take u(v) for levels (`|u(v)|..`] and recursively solve all prior
levels with capacity cap v0 as shown. In H`v(`v) we take u(v) for levels (`v..`] and
recursively solve all prior levels with capacity cap v0 as shown.
Figure 3.10: Subsolutions for Incremental Knapsack
55The SIK table can be built from the ground up using only O(k2nlogBk)
entries, as shown in Lemma 3.3.2. If we store solution decisions and values in
the table, each entry requires at most k table lookups, for a total running time
of O(k3nlogBk). Lemma 3.3.3 establishes that SIK(`,v) is a 1
2-solution to the
desired subproblem, so SIK(k,Bk) must be a 1
2-solution to our original k-level
knapsack instance. u t
Lemma 3.3.2 SIK(k,Bk) accesses O(k2nlogBk) distinct entries SIK(`0,v0).
Proof. All internal accesses to SIK(`0,v0) are through G`v or H`v. In G`v(`0),
v0 ranges over the k knapsack capacities B1,...,Bk and is not dependent on v.
In H`v(`0), when `0 < `v, v0 depends on v indirectly through u(v) but spans at
most kn values, one for every diﬀerence B` − ui. In H`v(`v), v0 depends directly
on v, and we must consider all potential values of v recursively. If v is neither
a single capacity nor a simple capacity-size diﬀerence, it must be a sequence of
decreasing sizes subtracted from a single capacity obtained after a sequence of
recursive calls to H`v(`v). Because all v uniquely deﬁne u(v), all such sequences
are determined solely from the initial capacity-size diﬀerence. Recalling |u(v)| ≥ v
2,
we know v0 = v −|u(v)| < v
2, and thus can bound the depth of recursion to logBk.
Merging these observations yields an upper bound of O(knlogBk) on the number
of distinct values of v0, which translates directly into an O(k2nlogBk) bound on
the number of required entries in SIK(`0,v0). u t
Lemma 3.3.3 SIK(`,v) 1
2-approximates max sum for levels [1..`] with cap v.
Proof. Using strong induction over the indices `,v, we show that all SIK(`,v)
are 1
2-approximations. For the inductive step, we assume APXX(`0,v0) is a 1
2-
approximation if either `0 < `,v0 ≤ v or `0 ≤ `,v0 < v. We have already shown
that our base cases ` = 0 or v = 0 are consistent with this assumption. Two more
cases remain:
561. v ≤ 2σ(v): G`v(`σ(v)) is a 1
2-solution. Deﬁne `0 = `σ(v). For levels [1..`0], note
that `0 < `, and thus SIK(`0,min(v,B`0)) is a 1
2-solution by induction. For
levels (`0..`], G(v) has value σ(v), which is at least v
2. This yields a 1
2-solution
because the knapsack is ﬁlled to half capacity at all levels (`0..`].
2. v > 2σ(v): Let S∗
`v denote an optimal solution to the level ` subproblem
with capacity cap v. Suppose S∗
`v uses only items from G(v) (for instance, if
u(v) is undeﬁned). In this case, G`v(`σ(v)) is a 1
2-approximation for reasons
analogous to those explained in case (1) and the fact that S∗
`v cannot ﬁll any
level more than v(G(v)) = σ(v). If S∗
`v uses an item u / ∈ G(v), this item has
size at least |u(v)|. Furthermore, u must appear in S∗
`v immediately after
some level `0 ∈ [`|u(v)|..`v]: u cannot ﬁt in the knapsack at level `|u(v)|, and
the sum of any v-capped solution containing u at level ` but not `v + 1 can
be increased by taking u earlier. We argue that H`v(`0), which takes item
u(v) instead of u immediately after level `0, is a 1
2-solution. Deﬁning v0 =
min(v,B`0+1)−|u(v)|, SIK(`0,v0) is a 1
2-solution for levels [1..`0] with capacity
cap v0 and thus has a larger sum than half the sum of any `0-level solution with
cap v00 ≤ v0. Because |u| ≥ |u(v)|, S∗
`v uses such a solution for levels [1..`0] –
the capacity cap is determined by how much space is left in the knapsack at
the level where item u appears. Thus, SIK(`0,v0) has sum at least 1
2 the sum
of S∗
`v for levels [1..`0], and item u(v) ﬁlls the knapsack to half its capacity
cap for levels (`0,`]. Equation 3.3 returns a 1
2-solution because it takes the
solution of maximum sum from {G`v(`σ(v)),H`v(`|u(v)|),...,H`v(`v)}, one of
which is known to be a 1
2-solution. u t
Theorem 3.3.4 Ratio IK is
(1−)2
2 -approximable.
Proof. Given items U and capacities B1 ≤ ... ≤ Bk, recall that S∗
` is an optimal
solution to the single-level knapsack instance with items U and capacity B`. Let
57S
#
` denote the (1 − )-approximation to S∗
` obtained in O(n3
 ) running time from
the conventional dynamic programming FPTAS for knapsack [21, 30]. If an r-ratio
solution exists, its level ` component has size at least r·v(S∗
`). Let T`(r) = r
2·v(S
#
` )
denote target capacities, and say that an incremental solution S = (S1,...,Sk) is
r-suﬃcient if v(S`) ≥ T`(r). Furthermore, we say that S is v-bounded if v(S`) ≤ v.
An r-suﬃcient solution is a 1−
2 -approximation for ratio IK.
We approximate ratio IK using a dynamic programming table RIKr(`,v). For
0 ≤ ` ≤ k and 0 ≤ v ≤ B`, we claim that RIKr(`,v) is either undeﬁned or r-
suﬃcient for levels [1..`]. Furthermore, RIKr(`,v) is r-suﬃcient if levels [1..`] have
an r-ratio v-bounded solution. Our bases cases are when ` = 0 and when v < 2T`.
If ` = 0 we have no levels, so RIKr(0,v) = () is a suitable approximation. If
v < 2T` we do not have enough space for an r-ratio v-bounded solution, and thus
RIKr(`,v) is undeﬁned. Otherwise:
G`v(`
0) =

  
  
RIKr(`0,B`0) for levels [1..`0]
G(v) for levels (`0..`],
(3.4)
H`v(`
0) =

      
      
RIKr(`0,B`0+1 − |u(v)|) if `0 < `(v), for levels [1..`0]
RIKr(`0,v − |u(v)|) if `0 = `(v), for levels [1..`0]
{u(v)} ∪ IMC if `0 ≤ `(v), for levels (`0..`],
(3.5)
RIKr(`,v) =

              
              
G`v(`σ(v)) if σ(v) ≥ T`
any of

          
          
H`v(`|u(v)|)
H`v(`|u(v)|+1)
. . .
H`v(`v)
if σ(v) < T`,
(3.6)
58where IMC denotes the set of items required by the IMC and “any of” denotes any
solution from a set of solutions, which is undeﬁned if all solutions are undeﬁned.
If any part of a solution is undeﬁned then the entire solution is undeﬁned.
If v ≥ T`, then G(v) is a feasible component of an r-suﬃcient solution for
levels (`σ(v)..`]. By induction, the RIKr solution for levels [1..`σ(v)] is r-suﬃcient
if an r-ratio v-bounded solution is feasible for levels [1..`σ(v)]. This solution is also
consistent with G(v) because it uses no items larger than the largest item in G(v).
If σ(v) < T`, G(v) is too small to be r-suﬃcient and we consider a number of
alternate solutions based on the placement of u(v) immediately after some level
`0 ∈ [`|u(v)|,`v + 1]. If u(v) is undeﬁned, none of these solutions are deﬁned, no
r-ratio v-bounded solution exists, and Equation 3.6 returns undeﬁned. If u(v)
is deﬁned, H`v(`0) is either undeﬁned or r-suﬃcient; for levels [1..`0] the solution
is undeﬁned or r-suﬃcient by induction, and for levels (`0..`] the solution is r-
suﬃcient because σ(v) + |u(v)| > v ≥ 2T` but σ(v) < T`, so |u(v)| ≥ T`. If an
r-ratio v-bounded solution exists, at least one H`v(`0) is not undeﬁned. Such a
solution must use some item u at least as large as u(v) immediately after some
level `0 ∈ (`|u(v)|,`v + 1]; u cannot ﬁt in the knapsack at level `|u(v)| and any v-
bounded solution with u at level ` but not `v + 1 cannot achieve ratio r at level
`v +1. Deﬁning v0 = min(v,B`0+1)−|u(v)|, and noting v0 > min(v,B`0+1−|u|, this
solution necessarily contains an r-ratio v0-bounded subsolution for levels [1..`0]. By
induction, RIKr(`0,v0) is thus r-suﬃcient.
We bound relevant values of v to O(knlogBk) using arguments identical to
those from Lemma 3.3.2. Each entry in RIKr requires up to k table lookups,
yielding a running time of O(k3nlogBk) to determine RIKr(k,Bk) given S
#
` . We
perform binary search to ﬁnd an (1−)-approximate upper bound on the optimal
ratio. Begin with r = 1 and halve r until RIKr(k,Bk) is r-suﬃcient in at most
59logBk iterations because (G(B1),...,G(Bk)) is at worst a 1
Bk-ratio solution. Con-
tinue the binary search for log 1
 more iterations to ﬁnd an r0 at least a (1 − )
ratio of optimal, bounded above by the smallest r for which RIKr0(k,Bk) is unde-
ﬁned. The r0-suﬃcient solution RIKr0(k,Bk) is necessarily a
(1−)2
2 -approximation
because r0 is at least (1 − ) the optimal ratio and an r0-suﬃcient solution ﬁlls
each level to at least T`(r0) = r0
2 v(S
#
` ) ≥ r0
2 (1 − )v(S∗
`). Our total running time is
O(k3nlog
2 Bk log 1
 + kn3
 ) for RIKr and S
#
` computations. u t
3.4 General Results
Theorem 3.4.1 If some algorithm α-approximates a packing problem Π in poly-
nomial time, then max sum Πk is O( α
logk)-approximable.
Proof. Let S` denote the algorithm’s solution given level-` constraints F`. Recall
that S∗
` is an optimal level-` solution. First, run the algorithm at each level obtain
S1,S2,...,Sk with v(S`) ≥ α · v(S∗
`). Next, consider the k incremental solutions
H` = (∅,...,∅ | {z }
`−1
,S`,...,S`)
for which v(H`) = (k − ` + 1) · v(S`). Out of these k solutions, return one of
maximum value. Let H∗ denote this maximum solution, so that for all `
v(H
∗) ≥ (k − ` + 1) · α · v(S
∗
`), so
v(S
∗
`) ≤
1
α
·
1
k − ` + 1
· v(H
∗).
If S∗ is an optimal incremental solution, then
v(S
∗) ≤
k X
`=1
v(S
∗
`) ≤ v(H
∗) ·
1
α
·
k X
`=1
1
k − ` + 1
= v(H
∗) ·
Hk
α
= v(H
∗) · O

logk
α

,
where Hk is the kth harmonic number, approximately logk. u t
60Chapter 4
Incremental Covering
We deﬁne two incremental covering problems derived from the classic minimiza-
tion problems minimum cut (Section 4.1) and edge cover (Section 4.2). These
incremental problems complement the incremental versions of maximum ﬂow and
matching introduced in Chapter 3, and with few exceptions are all NP-hard. We
conclude in Section 4.3 with two general purpose approximation algorithms for
incremental covering problems, each with constant factor approximation bounds.
4.1 Incremental Cut
Minimum cut is deﬁned on a graph G = (V,E) with source s ∈ V , sink t ∈ V ,
and edge weights we for all e ∈ E. The object set X is E, the edges of G, and
feasible solutions F are subsets of E that disconnect s from t. The cost v of a cut
S is the sum of the weights of the edges it contains: v(S) = Σe∈Swe. Incremental
cut (IC) is deﬁned on a similar graph, only the edges E appear over k discrete
time intervals E1 ⊆ E2 ⊆ ... ⊆ Ek = E. A solution is a sequence of s-t cuts
(S1,S2,...,Sk) such that S` is an s-t cut of G` = (V,E`) and S` ⊆ S`+1. G may
be directed or undirected in either of the above problems.
It is well-established that directed and undirected min cut have polynomial-
time algorithms. In contrast, Theorem 4.1.1 establishes via a non-trivial reduction
that directed IC is intractable. Theorem 4.1.3 shows that undirected IC is NP-hard
for the demand metric; the hardness of undirected IC for ratio and sum metrics is
unknown.
61Theorem 4.1.1 2-level sum, ratio, and demand IC are NP-hard for directed G.
Proof. Theorem 4.1.1 follows via a reduction from 3-SAT. Given a formula φ with
n variables and m clauses, we construct an incremental cut instance for which
solutions of a certain ratio and sum are feasible if and only if φ is satisﬁable. The
demand version follows as a special case.
3-SAT Reduction: Create source s, sink t, auxiliary vertices s0,t0 and edges
(s,s0), (t0,t) of weight W > 0. Let |v| denote the number of appearances of
variable v or its negation v. For each v, create 2|v| unit-weight edges e1
v,e2
v,...,e
|v|
v
and e1
v,e2
v,...,e
|v|
v linked by high-weight edges as shown in Figure 4.1(a). Connect
all variable gadgets in parallel between s0 and t0 using high-weight edges to form
the level one graph G1 in Figure 4.1(b).
Next we construct the level two graph G2. First we add high-weight bypass
edges (s,t0) and (s0,t). Then for each clause c, we create an s-t clausal path that
passes in series through some ei
` for each of the three literals ` in c. These paths are
such that every ei
` edge is used by at most one clausal path, and non-ei
` edges are
given high weight. The bypass edges and one example clausal path are illustrated
in Figure 4.1(c). We give our high-weight edges cost 20m, thereby preventing
their use in any reasonable-cost solution. Finally, replace weight w edges with w
unit-weight parallel paths.
Set W = 6m. Then all minimum cuts of G1 have cost 3m and contain either all
ei
v edges or all ei
v edges for each variable v; the only other reasonable-cost minimal
cuts are {(s,s0)} and {(t0,t)} which cost W > 3m. Moreover, all reasonable-
cost cuts of G2 contain both (s,s0) and (t0,t). G2 can be cut optimally at cost
2W +m = 13m by cutting (s,s0), (t0,t), and the ﬁrst unit cost edge in each of the
m clausal paths. Lemma 4.1.2 completes the proof. u t
62(a) (b) (c)
4.1(a): A variable gadget. 4.1(b): The level one graph. 4.1(c): The level two graph,
showing bypass edges and a clausal path for clause c = {u,v,w}. Bold edges have
prohibitively high cost. Thin edges have unit cost unless labelled otherwise. Solid
edges are level one edges whereas dashed edges are level two edges.
Figure 4.1: Hardness Construction for Min Ratio Incremental Cut
63Lemma 4.1.2 Formula φ is satisﬁable if and only if (G1,G2) has an incremental
cut of ratio 15
13 or sum 18m.
Proof.
[⇒] Given a satisfying assignment A, we construct an incremental cut as follows:
if A(v) = true then cut all ei
v, otherwise cut all ei
v. This selection of 3m edges is
a cut of G1. To cut G2 we only add (s,s0) and (t0,t). This costs an additional
2W = 12m, yielding an incremental cut with ratio max(3m
3m, 15m
13m) = 15
13 and sum
3m+15m = 18m. We claim these edges are suﬃcient to cut s from t in G2: if not
then some s-t path would remain. Because (s,s0) is cut, this path must originate
along one of the m clausal paths. It cannot follow such a path all the way from s
to t, as each clause contains one true literal whose edge is contained in our G1 cut.
On the other hand, any deviation from a clausal path is only possible immediately
after the path passes through an ei
v or ei
v edge. If it deviates after an edge of the
form ei
v, then the only path remaining to t passes through the cut edge (t0,t), a
contradiction. If it deviates after an edge of the form ei
v, then all ei
v must be cut,
and it is impossible to exit the variable gadget except to follow the clausal path.
[⇐] Now suppose we are given an incremental cut (S1,S2) of ratio 15
13 or sum
18m. Without loss of generality we may assume that the cut S1 is minimal.
Furthermore, we claim that neither (s,s0) nor (t0,t) is contained in S1; if they
were, then our level-one ratio would be at least 6m
3m = 2 > 15
13 and our total sum
at least 6m + 13m = 19m > 18m. Thus the cut S1 must contain either all ei
v or
ei
v edges for each variable v, at cost 3m. This deﬁnes our truth assignment A: set
A(v) = true if all ei
v are cut and A(v) = false if all ei
v are cut. In addition to S1,
the cut S2 contains only (s,s0) and (t0,t); if it contained even one more edge, it
would have ratio 12m+3m+1
12m+m > 15
13 and sum 3m+15m+1 > 18m. Hence the addition
of (s,s0) and (t0,t) to S2 must suﬃce to cut s from t in G2, and all clausal paths
64are cut by our level one cut, indicating that under our assignment every clause
contains at least one true literal. u t
Theorem 4.1.3 2-level demand IC is NP-hard for undirected G.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 4.1.3 follows via a reduction from multiway cut
(MWC) with unit weights and 3 terminals, which is known to be NP-hard [8].
Given an undirected graph G = (V,E) and terminal set T = {t1,t2,t3}, a multiway
cut is a set of edges whose removal disconnects the terminals from each other.
Given an integer C ≥ 1, MWC asks whether there exists such a set of size at most
C. Given an MWC instance (G,{t1,t2,t3},C), we construct an instance (G1,G2)
of demand undirected IC that is feasible if and only if G has a multicut of capacity
at most C.
To this end, deﬁne G1 as G augmented with super-source s, super-sink t, edges
{t2,t} and {t3,t} of weight C+1, and edge {s,t1} of weight 3C. Let G2 augment G1
with an edge {s,t2} of weight 3C. The demands are d1 = C and d2 = 2C+1. With
these demands, the 3C edges eﬀectively have inﬁnite weight and cannot be part
of any feasible solution. Further observe that any feasible level 1 cut cannot cut
either of the (C+1)-cost edges, whereas all feasible level 2 cuts must cut {t2,t} but
cannot cut any other weighted edge. We convert G1 and G2 into unweighted graphs
by replacing weight w > 1 edges with w unit-weight parallel paths. Lemma 4.1.4
completes the proof. u t
Lemma 4.1.4 There exists a multiway cut of size at most C in G if and only if
there exists an incremental cut of (G1,G2) satisfying demands (d1,d2).
Proof.
[⇒] Suppose there is a multiway cut S ⊆ E such that v(S) ≤ C. Deﬁne S =
(S1,S2) = (S,S ∪ {{t2,t}}). Certainly S is a feasible solution: S1 ⊆ S2, S` ⊆ E`,
65An unweighted multiway cut instance with C = 3 and its corresponding 2-level
undirected IC instance.
Figure 4.2: Hardness Construction for Demand Undirected Incremental Cut
and no s-t paths exist in G1 − S1 and G2 − S2. Lastly, the cut costs satisfy our
demands.
[⇐] Now suppose there is an incremental solution (S1,S2) such that v(S1) ≤ C
and v(S2) ≤ 2C + 1. Deﬁne edge set S = S2 ∩ E, i.e. the edges of G appearing in
the level 2 cut. Recall that {t2,t} of weight C + 1 must be an element in S2, and
therefore S, which has {t2,t} removed, has cost v(S) ≤ C. Furthermore, we claim
that S is a multiway cut. The set S1 must cut all t1-t2 and t1-t3 paths to separate
s from t in G1 without cutting {s,t1}, {t2,t}, or {t3,t}. For analogous reasons, S2
must cut all t2-t3 paths, thereby completing the multiway cut. u t
4.2 Incremental Edge Cover
Edge cover is deﬁned on an undirected graph G = (V,E) with edge weights we
for all e ∈ E. The object set X is E, the edges of G, and feasible solutions are
subsets of E that cover all vertices. The cost v of an edge cover S is the sum
of the weights of the edges it contains: v(S) = Σe∈Swe. Strict application of our
66incremental model to edge cover has a negligible eﬀect on the nature of the problem.
We instead consider subset edge cover, a generalization of edge cover deﬁned in [35].
Along with G and w there is an additional input T ⊆ V , where T is the target
set that must be covered. Subset edge cover can be solved in polynomial time by
reducing it to an instance of edge cover [35]. We deﬁne incremental edge cover
(IEC) on an undirected graph G = (V,E) with an increasing sequence of k target
sets T1 ⊆ T2 ⊆ ... ⊆ Tk. A solution is a sequence of edge covers (S1,S2,...,Sk)
such that S` is a subset edge cover of T` in G, and S` ⊆ S`+1.
Whereas ratio IEC is NP-hard, as shown in Theorem 4.2.1 by reduction from
partition, sum IEC is tractable. We present a polynomial-time algorithm for sum
IEC and its proof of correctness in Theorem 4.2.3. Ratio IEC on weight-bounded
graphs is still an open problem.
Theorem 4.2.1 2-level ratio IEC is NP-hard.
Proof. We prove Theorem 4.2.1 by reduction from partition, an NP-hard problem
[26]. Given a ﬁnite set A and sizes s(a) ∈ Z+ for all a ∈ A, a partition of A is some
A0 ⊆ A such that
P
a∈A0 s(a) =
P
a∈A\A0 s(a). We construct a 2-level instance of
IEC for which a ratio of (1 + ϕ)/2 is achievable if and only if A has a partition,
where ϕ is the golden ratio.
Begin with a single vertex s and, for each a ∈ A, add vertices ua, va and edges
e1
a = {s,ua} and e2
a = {ua,va} with respective costs s(a) and ϕ · s(a). This is our
IEC graph G. Deﬁne target sets T1 =
S
a∈A{ua} and T2 =
S
a∈A{ua,va}, as shown
in Figure 4.3. Let S =
P
a∈A s(a). The optimal level one cover S∗
1 is all e1
a edges
and has cost S. The optimal level two cover S∗
2 is all e2
a edges and has cost ϕ · S.
Theorem 4.2.1 follows from Lemma 4.2.2. u t
67The two-level IEC graph for an instance of partition with A = {a,b,c}. Solid
nodes must be covered at level one. Dashed nodes must be covered at level two.
Vertex s need not be covered.
Figure 4.3: Hardness Construction for Min Ratio Incremental Edge Cover
Lemma 4.2.2 A has a partition if and only if there is a
1+ϕ
2 -ratio cover of G.
Proof.
[⇒] Given a partition A0 of A, construct cover (S1,S2) by selecting S1 = {e1
a | a ∈
A0} ∪ {e2
a | a ∈ A \ A0} and S2 = S1 ∪ {e2
a | a ∈ A0}. This is a feasible solution, as
both va and wa are covered for each element a ∈ A. Furthermore,
r1 =
v(S1)
v(S∗
1)
=
P
a∈A0
s(a) +
P
a∈A\A0
ϕ · s(a)
S
r2 =
v(S2)
v(S∗
2)
=
ϕ · S +
P
a∈A0
s(a)
ϕ · S
=
S/2 + ϕ · S/2
S
=
ϕ · S + S/2
ϕ · S
=
1 + ϕ
2
=
1 + ϕ
2
.
[⇐] Given a
1+ϕ
2 -ratio cover (S1,S2), we claim that v(S2) = ϕ · S + S/2. If
v(S2) > ϕ · S + S/2 then r2 >
1+ϕ
2 , a contradiction. Otherwise, suppose v(S2) <
ϕ · S + S/2. The cover S2 must contain all e2
a edges, and therefore the cost of
all e1
a edges in S2 is S/2 −  for some  > 0. However, for each e1
a not in S2, e2
a
must be in S1, so the cost of all e2
a edges in S1 is at least ϕ · (S/2 + ). This
68yields v(S1) > (S/2 − ) + ϕ · (S/2 + ) > S/2 + ϕ · S/2 and hence r1 >
1+ϕ
2 , a
contradiction. Thus A0 = {a | e1
a ∈ S2} is a partition of A. u t
Theorem 4.2.3 Sum IEC is in P.
Proof. We establish the tractability of sum IEC by presenting Algorithm IEC
and proving its correctness in Lemmas 4.2.4-4.2.5. u t
IEC Preliminaries. Given an IEC instance (G,w,T) for T = (T1,T2,...,Tk),
we call vertex t ∈ Tk a level ` vertex if t ﬁrst appears in target set T`. We denote
the level of t as `t. For each such vertex t, let et denote the min cost edge incident
to t. We say an incremental solution is reduced if for each edge {u,v} either (1)
u,v ∈ Tk and {u,v} is added to our solution at level {`u,`v}, or (2) {u,v} = et for
some t ∈ Tk and is added at level `t. The algorithm follows, with illustration in
Figure 4.4.
IEC Algorithm. We construct (G0,w0,Tk), a single-level instance of subset edge
cover, and claim that covers of G0 correspond to reduced incremental covers of G
of equal cost. The construction occurs in two phases:
(i) Begin with the subgraph of G induced by Tk. For each e = {u,v} set w0(e) =
(k +1−min{`u,`v})·w(e): the cost of using e to cover u and v in a reduced
cover.
(ii) For each u ∈ Tk, create a new vertex ˆ u and edge {u, ˆ u} and deﬁne w({u, ˆ u}) =
(k +1−`u)·w(eu): the cost of using eu to cover only u in a reduced cover.1
We solve this single-level instance to obtain a min-cost subset edge cover S, and
build an incremental solution S = (S1,S2,...,Sk) as follows: if {u,v} ∈ S then
place {u,v} in Smin{`u,`v}, and if {u, ˆ u} ∈ S then place eu in S`u. Return S as an
optimal incremental cover.
1Not all of these edges are necessary, but they do not increase the size of G0 excessively.
69(a) (b)
4.4(a): A three-level instance of IEC. Labels indicate what level vertices ﬁrst ap-
pear in the target set. 4.4(b): A single-level subset edge cover instance constructed
from the graph in 4.4(a).
Figure 4.4: Edge Cover Construction for Min Sum Incremental Edge Cover
Lemma 4.2.4 For every incremental cover there is a reduced cover of no higher
cost.
Proof. We show how to convert any incremental cover into a reduced cover of
equal or lower cost. To this end, let e = {u,v} be any edge in the cover. There
are three cases:
(i) Neither u nor v are in Tk. Remove e to produce a feasible solution of lower
cost.
(ii) Exactly one of u and v is in Tk. Without loss of generality, assume u ∈ Tk.
If e is added to our cover after level `u, remove it, because u must be covered
by some other edge at or prior to level `u. Otherwise, replace e with eu at
level `u.
(iii) Both u and v are in Tk. Without loss of generality, assume `u ≤ `v. If e is
added to our cover after level `v, remove it. If e appears at or before level `u,
keep e in our cover, but remove it from all levels prior to `u. Otherwise, e
appears after level `u but no later than level `v. In this case, replace e with
ev at level `v.
70Executing the appropriate case on all edges in the original cover neither aﬀects the
feasibility of the cover nor increases its cost. All edges in the produced cover are
of the appropriate form and therefore the new cover is reduced. u t
Lemma 4.2.5 There is a subset edge cover S of (G0,Tk) of cost v(S) if and only
if there is a reduced incremental edge cover S of (G,T) of cost v(S) = v(S).
Proof.
[⇐] Given a reduced cover S, we build subset edge cover S by considering each
edge e ∈ S. By deﬁnition, there are only two types of edges in a reduced cover. If
e = {u,v} for u,v ∈ Tk appears in S at level min(`u,`v), then include {u,v} in S.
Otherwise, e = eu for some u ∈ Tk and appears at level `u. In this case, include
{u, ˆ u} in S. Because S incrementally covers Tk, the cover S is indeed a cover of Tk.
Furthermore, the cost of the two covers is edge-by-edge equivalent and therefore
v(S) is exactly v(S).
[⇒] For analogous reasons, any S produced as described in Algorithm IEC from
some S that covers Tk will be a feasible reduced solution with cost v(S) = v(S). u t
4.3 General Results
We provide a general technique to convert single-level covering algorithms into
incremental covering algorithms for the min sum and min ratio metrics. The-
orem 4.3.1 considers only 2-level incremental instances, whereas Theorem 4.3.2
deals with an arbitrary number of levels. In both cases, we lose only a constant
factor of approximation, demonstrating that incremental covering problems are
not substantially harder to approximate than their single-level counterparts. For
both theorems, let S` denote the solution obtained by the single-level algorithm
on the level ` subproblem and recall that S∗
` is an optimal level ` solution.
71Theorem 4.3.1 If some algorithm α-approximates a covering problem Π in poly-
nomial time, then sum and ratio Π2 are (ϕ·α)-approximable, where ϕ is the golden
ratio2.
Proof. Run the algorithm on both single-level input to obtain S1 and S2 such
that v(S1) ≤ α · v(S∗
1) and v(S2) ≤ α · v(S∗
2). We deﬁne our approximation S as
follows:
(i) If v(S2) > ϕ · v(S1), then S = (S1,S1 ∪ S2), and
v(S1) ≤ α · v(S∗
1) v(S1 ∪ S2) ≤ v(S1) + v(S2)
≤ 1
ϕ · v(S2) + v(S2)
≤ (1 + 1
ϕ) · α · v(S∗
2).
(ii) If v(S2) ≤ ϕ · v(S1), then S = (S2,S2), and
v(S2) ≤ ϕ · v(S1) v(S2) ≤ α · v(S∗
2)
≤ ϕ · α · v(S∗
1).
The optimal sum is at least v(S∗
1) + v(S∗
2), and we obtain a solution of sum at
most α · ϕ · [v(S∗
1) + v(S∗
2)]. The worst case ratio of our solution is the maximum
of α · (1 + 1
ϕ) and α · ϕ, which are both equal to α · ϕ. u t
Theorem 4.3.2 If some algorithm α-approximates a covering problem Π in poly-
nomial time, then sum and ratio Πk are 4α-approximable.
Proof. Run the algorithm on each of the k single-level problems contained within
Πk to obtain all S`. We cluster these solutions into intervals so that the last
solution in each interval is at most twice the cost of the ﬁrst solution in the same
interval. The solution for level ` will be the last solution in `’s interval together
with the last solutions of all prior intervals.
2The golden ratio is the solution to ϕ = ϕ2 − 1, or approximately 1.6.
72Ten-level incremental input clustered into four intervals. Black dots represent
single-level solutions, labeled by cost and sorted on a number line. All max(i)
levels are indicated.
Figure 4.5: Approximation Scheme for Incremental Covering Problems
Formally, recall that v(S`) ≤ α · v(S∗
`). Deﬁne interval i as all levels ` with
2i−1v(S1) ≤ v(S`) < 2iv(S1). Thus interval 1 contains ` with v(S1) ≤ v(S`) <
2v(S1), interval 2 contains ` with 2v(S1) ≤ v(S`) < 22v(S1), and so on. Let max(i)
denote the last level in interval i, as illustrated in Figure 4.5.
For each level ` in interval i, deﬁne S0
` =
Si
j=1 Smax(j). Repeat for all levels
to yield S = (S0
1,S0
2,...,S0
k), which is incremental by construction. Note that S
is also feasible because, by monotonicity, any superset of Smax(i) is feasible for all
levels in interval i. To establish the approximation bound, recall that 2i−1v(S1) ≤
v(S`) < 2iv(S1). Thus,
v(S0
`) ≤
Pi
j=1 v(Smax(j)) <
Pi
j=0 2jv(S1) < 2i+1v(S1)
= 4 · 2i−1v(S1) ≤ 4 · v(S`) ≤ 4 · α · v(S∗
`).
u t
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Conclusion
We begin our conclusion in Section 5.1 with a summary of the results derived in
this dissertation. After this review, we continue with a discussion of the implica-
tions and applications of the incremental model. First, we motivate an incremental
version of a new covering problem, (k,r)-center, and show how the general results
from Section 4.3 can be used to generate an incremental solution without addi-
tional analysis. This extended example illustrates one of the key applications of
a general purpose incremental model, and motivates the investigation of better
approximation schemes. Second, we pose an incremental version of Steiner tree
to demonstrate a price-of-knowledge calculation. Our analyses reveal that the
adversarial constraint dominates the inapproximability of online Steiner tree. In
Section 5.3 we present a handful of future topics, extensions of our incremental
model worthy of further research. We conclude with ﬁnal remarks in Section 5.4.
5.1 Review
In Chapter 2 we presented notation and formalism for a general purpose model for
incremental optimization. This model is particularly appropriate for packing and
covering problems. Concerning packing problems, Chapter 3 formalized several
versions of incremental ﬂow and incremental matching as well as one version of
incremental knapsack. Chapter 4 introduced two incremental covering problems,
incremental cut and incremental edge cover, which complement incremental ﬂow
and incremental matching. We also gave some general approximation schemes that
can be used for incremental versions of arbitrary packing and covering problems.
We now review the results from Chapters 3-4.
745.1.1 Packing Results
Incremental Flow
Section 3.1 considered six versions of incremental ﬂow, depending on whether the
underlying ﬂow network is directed or undirected and whether ﬂows are integral
(IF) or fractional (FIF). In the undirected case, we considered both unidirectional
networks, where ﬂow can move in one direction on each edge, and bidirectional
networks, where ﬂow can move simultaneously in both directions on the same
edge. These cases are the same for integral ﬂows in unit capacity networks. We
consider sum and ratio metrics for all versions of incremental ﬂow, though most of
our results are for the ratio case. Results for the ratio metric are summarized in
Table 5.1.
We ﬁnd that directed ratio IF is NP-hard, and in fact NP-hard to g(n)-
approximate for g ∈ ω( 1
n) (Theorems 3.1.1 and 3.1.8). This inapproximability
result is tight, as shown by Theorem 3.1.7. Directed sum IF is also NP-hard
(Corollary 3.1.4). Like directed IF, undirected ratio and sum IF are NP-hard
(Theorem 3.1.5 and Corollary 3.1.6). For two levels, Corollary 3.1.9 shows that
undirected ratio IF is NP-hard to α-approximate for α > 1
2. For three or more
levels, undirected ratio IF is NP-hard to g(n)-approximate for g(n) ∈ ω(n1/3)
(Theorem 3.1.10). Undirected sum IF is NP-hard to β-approximate for β > 1
Hk,
where Hk is the kth harmonic number, approximately logk (Theorem 3.1.11).
The general approximation technique given in Theorem 3.4.1 establishes that this
inapproximability result is tight.
Theorems 3.1.13-3.1.14 model directed and bidirectional FIF as linear pro-
grams, establishing that sum and ratio FIF are in P for both types of networks.
Unidirectional FIF, however, is NP-hard for general graphs with three or more lev-
els (Theorem 3.1.15). We leave as an open problem the hardness of unidirectional
75Table 5.1: Summary of Hardness Results for Incremental Flow
max ratio ﬂow directed bidirectional unidirectional
Integral
NP-hard (S2)
O(n−1) approx. (G)
no ω(n−1) approx. (S2∗)
NP-hard (S2)
no approx. > 1
2 (S2∗)
no ω(n−1/3) approx. (S3∗)
Fractional LP-solvable (G)
NP-hard (G3)
open (S2,G2,S3)
Complexity results for ratio incremental ﬂow from Section 3.1. S: unit-capacity,
G: general capacities, 2: 2 levels, 3: 3 or more levels, ∗: unless P = NP.
FIF for ratio and sum metrics in unit-weight graphs or for just two levels. NP-hard
Incremental Matching
We considered two versions of incremental matching in Section 3.2: general case
matching (IM) and a-incremental matching (AIM). The former is deﬁned for any
graph G in which new edges and vertices appear at every level without restriction.
The latter is for bipartite G in which only vertices and adjacent edges from one of
the partitions arrive at each level. Bipartite G and unit-weight G are two additional
restrictions we allowed for incremental matching.
Theorems 3.2.1-3.2.2 showed that sum IM is in P for general graphs, but ra-
tio IM is NP-hard for weighted bipartite G. The hardness proof for ratio IM
used a reduction from partition, which is only weakly NP-complete; we leave as
an open problem the approximability of ratio IM for G with polynomial-sized
weights. Many special cases of ratio IM are polynomial-time solvable. Two-level
ratio IM on unit-weight G is in P (Theorem 3.2.4), as is 1-ratio IM on unit-weight
G with an arbitrary number of levels (Theorem 3.2.5). For unit-weight G, Theo-
rem 3.2.6 presented a 1
2-approximation for sum and ratio IM. Theorem 3.2.7 gave a
polynomial-time algorithm for ratio AIM for unit-weight G. The hardness of AIM
for weighted G is unknown.
76Table 5.2: Summary of Approximability of Incremental Matching
incremental matching k = 2, ratio k ≥ 2, ratio k ≥ 2, sum
General < 1 1
Unit-Weight 1 1
2
† 1
A-Matching 1
The best known polynomial-time approximation factors for incremental matching.
A ‘< 1’ factor indicates that a problem is NP-hard but has no known approxima-
tion. †: For k ≥ 2, 1-ratio matching is polynomial-time solvable.
Incremental Knapsack
We introduced a version of incremental knapsack (IK) in Section 3.3, where we
required that the value of an object is equal to its size. We gave a 1
2-approximation
for sum IK in Theorem 3.3.1. We followed this result with Theorem 3.3.4, which
presents a
(1−)2
2 -approximation for ratio IK.
5.1.2 Covering Results
Incremental Cut
Section 4.1 introduced an incremental version of min cut (IC). Theorem 4.1.1
established that the two-level version of IC is NP-hard for sum, ratio, and demand
metrics in directed graphs. Similarly, two level IC is NP-hard for the demand
metric in undirected graphs (Theorem 4.1.3). The hardness of undirected IC for
sum and ratio metrics remains an open question, though we conject NP-hardness
for both of these variants.
Incremental Edge Cover
We deﬁned an incremental version of edge cover in Section 4.2 (IEC). This problem
is NP-hard for the ratio metric even when k = 2 (Theorem 4.2.1), but open for
77weight-bounded graphs. Theorem 4.2.3 presented a polynomial-time algorithm for
sum IEC regardless of the number of levels.
5.1.3 General Approximation Schemes
Despite numerous results for a variety of incremental problems, our strongest con-
tributions are our general approximation schemes for incremental packing and
covering problems.
Packing Approximations
Theorem 3.4.1 gave a general purpose technique that O( α
Hk)-approximates any
max sum incremental packing problem, where k is the number of levels, α is the
best known single-level approximation factor, and Hk is the kth harmonic number
Hk = 1
1 + 1
2 + ... + 1
k. For k = 2 this is a α
1.5-approximation, and for k = 3 this is
a α
11/6-approximation. For large k, Hk grows like logk. We do not have a similar
technique for the ratio metric, but as a consequence of our inapproximability results
for ratio ﬂow we know that the ratio metric cannot be approximated better than
O( 1
n) in general for incremental packing problems.
Covering Approximations
Given an α-approximation to a single level covering problem, Theorem 4.3.1 pre-
sented a (φ · α)-approximation for the two-level ratio version of the same problem
using the α-approximation as a black box (φ is the golden ratio, or the root of
φ2 −φ−1 = 0, approximately 1.6). This approximation also (φ·α)-approximates
two-level sums. Theorem 4.3.2 provided a general technique to 4α-approximate
multi-level sum and ratio covering problems. These positive results are particu-
larly exciting as they guarantee that incrementalization causes at most a constant
78factor loss in approximability for covering problems.
5.2 Applications
Chapters 3-4 investigated incremental versions of a number of canonical opti-
mization problems. These chapters also presented general-purpose approximation
schemes for incremental packing and covering problems. Chapter 2 deﬁned the
knowledge gap and the price of knowledge for online problems, and described how
incremental analysis can help determine these quantities.
Now, we motivate two new examples to demonstrate the application of our ap-
proximation schemes to real-world problems. First, we give an incremental version
of (k,r)-center to show how our approximation techniques can provide reasonable
solutions to novel incremental problems without substantial additional analysis.
We then deﬁne an incremental version of Steiner tree and use our general-purpose
approximation methods to perform a price-of-knowledge calculation.
5.2.1 Incremental (k,r)-Center
Suppose a cell phone company wants to provide service to a growing community.
They do so by building cell towers, which serve all clients within a ﬁxed radius.
Initially the customer base is small, and thus few towers suﬃce to satisfy the
demand for coverage. As demand increases, more towers are necessary. Given a
projection for how demand will grow annually, the company would like to know
where to build towers each year so that all customers are provided for at any given
time. How should the company plan its building so that the number of towers
built over the ﬁrst ` years is not much more than the optimal number of towers
needed to satisfy just the year ` demand?
79This problem is reminiscent of (k,r)-center [2], which takes as input a set of
client locations in a metric space and determines if k centers can be selected from
the client set so that every client is within a radius r of some center. Conventional
algorithms for (k,r)-center can be applied to our cell tower example for any static
customer base, but they cannot handle the time-dependencies intrinsic to this
type of real-world scenario. Instead, we use our model to generate an incremental
version of (k,r)-center: the client set grows at discrete time intervals and there
is no ﬁxed parameter k, because the number of operational towers increases as
required to accommodate all current clients. As it is impractical to relocate towers
once they are constructed, the set of open centers increases monotonically; once
built, a center remains part of the solution in perpetuity. The ratio metric is
ideal for this example, because the company would like each year’s solution to be
competitive with the best non-incremental solution for that year.
There are two natural ways to incrementalize (k,r)-center:
(i) k-center: ﬁx the number of centers k and minimize the maximum distance be-
tween any client and its closest center. Gonzalez [15] gives a 2-approximation
for k-center.
(ii) r-domination [2, 14]: ﬁx the radius r and cover all clients with as few cen-
ters as possible. The current best algorithm for r-domination is a general
O(logn)-approximation for set cover [2].
Incremental k-center has been widely studied [32, 36, 31, 9] as a cardinality-
constrained minimization problem. The input is the same as for k-center, but
the goal is to ﬁnd a sequence of k centers such that, for any `, the ﬁrst ` centers
are competitive with the optimal `-center solution. Gonzalez’ 2-approximation
[15] is online, and thus applies to the incremental case. However, k-center is not a
monotonic covering problem and therefore our model does not apply. Speciﬁcally,
80our goal in this cell tower example is not to minimize the distance between clients
and towers, but to cover an incrementally increasing set of clients.
In contrast, there is no known version of incremental r-domination, but it is a
covering problem. The objects are potential center locations, and feasible solutions
are sets of centers that cover an incrementally increasing client base. This precisely
models the cell tower application. Unfortunately, incremental r-domination is NP-
hard, as it contains single-level r-domination as a special case. Nevertheless, we
can merge our general approximation techniques for incremental covering problems
with the O(logn)-approximation for set cover to yield an O(4logn)-approximation
for incremental r-domination. This result requires no additional analysis, and,
unless a better algorithm for set cover exists, is at most a factor of four from the
best possible approximation bound for incremental r-domination.
5.2.2 Incremental Steiner Tree
As observed in Chapter 1, incremental problems can provide insight into the com-
plexity of online problems. Particularly, online problems deal with two constraints,
the adversarial constraint and the incremental constraint, deﬁned in Section 1.2.2.
Incremental problems deal only with the incremental constraint. To illustrate and
reﬁne this concept, we demonstrate how the study of incremental Steiner tree leads
to a deeper comprehension of current results for online Steiner tree.
Given an undirected graph G = (V,E) with edge weights and a terminal set
T ⊆ V , the Steiner tree problem ﬁnds a minimum cost tree that contains all of
T. The best-known polynomial-time algorithm for Steiner tree is currently a 1.55-
approximation [38]. In online Steiner tree, terminal nodes arrive one at a time
and the solution tree is expanded in discrete steps to include each new terminal
[1, 33]. Alon and Azar [1] show an almost tight lower bound of Ω(
logn
loglogn) for the
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(IST) is quite similar to the online case. Given G and a sequence of terminal sets
T1,T2,...,Tk, IST ﬁnds a sequence of trees S1 ⊆ S2 ⊆ ··· ⊆ Sk such that S` spans
T`.
Steiner tree belongs to a class of covering problems that do not quite ﬁt our
general model. Solutions to Steiner tree must be minimal covers of a target set, i.e.
trees. This violates monotonicity, as supersets of trees might not be trees. Non-
tree supersets would not be feasible because they are not minimal covers. One
way to circumvent this issue is to disregard the minimality condition by allowing
non-minimal covers in the set of feasible solutions. It is perhaps more desirable,
however, to relax monotonicity. For the purpose of the proofs and algorithms given
in this dissertation, it is suﬃcient to require only the following. If S is a minimal
cover of T and S0 is a minimal cover of T 0 ⊆ T, then there exists a minimal U
covering T such that S0 ⊆ U ⊆ S0∪S. I.e. we can augment any subsolution into a
feasible solution using only objects of another given feasible solution. Furthermore,
the cost of U is bounded by the costs of S and S0: v(U) ≤ v(S0) + v(S). This
property is similar to the exchange property in matroids [42, 23]. Because Steiner
tree exhibits this modiﬁed monotonicity property, Theorem 4.3.2 gives a (4·1.55)-
approximation algorithm for ratio IST.
Considering the similarity between online Steiner tree and IST, this result is
actually quite revealing. Recall from Section 1.2.2 the two factors that contribute
to the hardness of an online problem: incremental constraints and adversarial
constraints. The approximation gap between IST and online Steiner tree reveals
that the hardness of the latter has little to do with the incremental constraint.
Whereas online Steiner tree cannot be approximated better than Ω(
logn
loglogn), IST
has a constant-factor approximation. Adding the adversarial constraint thus in-
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of approximation of online Steiner tree to its adversarial constraint. Online Steiner
tree has a logarithmic knowledge gap, or a logarithmic diﬀerence between the best
incremental approximation (4 · 1.55) and the best online approximation (
logn
loglogn).
The price of knowledge is signiﬁcant for online Steiner tree, justifying the use of
resources like time and money to better predict input sequences.
5.3 Future Work
We present, in Section 5.3.1, a collection of unsolved problems closely related to
other results in this dissertation. This list includes speciﬁcally posed open problems
from Chapters 3-4 as well as improvements to current results for these problems.
We also list some unsolved special cases of several of our example problems. In
addition to the open problems mentioned speciﬁcally in this dissertation, there
are numerous extensions to our incremental model that warrant further research.
Several possible extensions, motivated by the large ﬁeld of related work introduced
in Section 1.2, are provided in Section 5.3.2. Section 5.3.3 brings emphasis to the
type of research that is most needed to further the study and understanding of
incremental problems.
5.3.1 Open Problems
For the deﬁnition of these problems, please refer to Chapters 3-4.
• hardness of fractional unidirectional ﬂow for two levels
• hardness of fractional unidirectional ﬂow for unit-weight networks
• hardness of ratio incremental edge cover with bounded weights
• hardness of ratio incremental matching with bounded weights and two levels
83• hardness of ratio incremental matching with unit weights and three levels
• hardness of ratio a-incremental matching for weighted graphs
• hardness of undirected incremental cut for sum and ratio metrics
• approximations for incremental knapsack where v(u) 6= |u|
• a better approximation for incremental knapsack where v(u) = |u|
• a better approximation for sum and ratio directed incremental cut
• a better approximation for ratio incremental edge cover
• general-case tightness of φ·α-approximation for 2-level incremental covering
• general-case tightness of 4·α-approximation for k-level incremental covering
5.3.2 Extensions
Perhaps the single most needed generalization of our incremental model is a relax-
ation of the input disclosure property. Such an extension could handle incomplete
knowledge of future parameters, as do online and stochastic problems, but simul-
taneously maintain our other incremental constraints and metrics. One possible
compromise is a model that requires knowledge of the development of global prop-
erties in an evolving graph, but allows speciﬁc parameters like edges and vertices
to change unpredictably. This approach might be particularly useful for compu-
tational sociologists; typical social networks are locally probabilistic but globally
predictable. Unfortunately, this kind of generalization could make only minimal
use of the techniques and algorithms presented in this dissertation, and might be
too general to yield worthwhile results except for very speciﬁc problems. None-
the-less, a model that compromises these two extremes
A few other generalizations seem more fruitful. We would like to investigate an
incremental model that relaxes the incremental constraint by charging some price
84for every violation, as seen in online bipartite matching [27]. This type of approach
may be applicable to learning curves in the cognitive sciences, and a comparison of
this relaxation to our model would reveal a quantitative diﬀerence between learning
models that allow “forgetting” and those that do not. Alternatively, we could relax
the packing or covering constraints but charge some price for each broken constraint
or each uncovered element, as in facility location with outliers [6]. Lastly, further
eﬀort is required to investigate problems like Steiner tree which do not technically
ﬁt our formal model but still beneﬁt from our approximation methods. To this
end, we recall that the modiﬁed monotonicity property exhibited by Steiner tree
is similar to the exchange property of matroids [42, 23], and it may be beneﬁcial
to merge matroid theory with incremental optimization methods.
5.3.3 What Next?
Although this dissertation provides solutions for a number of incremental problems,
the incremental model can be applied quite intuitively to a vast number of single-
level optimization problems. Our analyses cover only a very small fraction of the
set of problems unearthed by the merging of packing and covering problems with
our incremental paradigm. Research is needed to explore incremental versions of
other optimization problems, as well as alternative incremental variants to the
problems discussed in this dissertation.
Additionally, one powerful contribution of the incremental paradigm is the
price-of-knowledge concept and its implications to online problems. We have pre-
sented only one price-of-knowledge calculation, for online Steiner tree, but many
more are needed. Speciﬁcally, we determined that the adversarial constraint dom-
inated the incremental constraint in our example, indicating that knowledge is
valuable for online Steiner tree. We need at least one example where the reverse
85is the case: an online problem where knowledge is cheap. Additional calculations
would reveal the practical value of the price-of-knowledge construct.
Optimization problems with well-studied online variants are excellent candi-
dates for consideration for incremental analysis, as results for such problems would
serve both of these needs simultaneously.
5.4 Final Remarks
This dissertation presents a general purpose model for incremental optimization
problems. Although our model and analyses require a handful of assumptions,
particularly that all problem constraints are known from the outset, we provide
in Section 2.2.3 numerous examples where our assumptions are quite reasonable.
Furthermore, even if our model is not a perfect ﬁt, the concept of incremental
optimization is invaluable in any long-term optimization scenario. This applicabil-
ity extends beyond the province of conventional computer science, as economical,
political, social, and environmental realms would all beneﬁt from incremental con-
sideration. The impact of short term optimization on long term optimality is, or
at least should be, a crucial consideration in many areas. In this sense, our model
aims to motivate further study of incremental problems, and perhaps generate
other general models to deal practically with uncertainty in long-term planning.
Our analyses have yielded a spectrum of positive and negative results for incremen-
tal versions of a variety of canonical examples. This spectrum suggests that the
incremental characteristic engenders a new space of problems that is both diverse
and interesting, and worthy of thorough exploration by future research endeavors.
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